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VCTC Coordinated Plan

1 Plan Purpose
The Ventura County Transportation Commission (VCTC), functioning as the regional
transportation planning agency in Ventura County, has commissioned the 2022
update of the Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Transportation Plan (or
Coordinated Plan). This plan is an update of the Coordinated Plan from Fiscal Year
(FY) 2016/2017 and will examine changes in Ventura County’s demographic and
mobility landscape.

ABOUT THIS PLAN
BACKGROUND
Federal transit law requires projects
selected to receive funding under the
Enhanced Mobility for Individuals and
Individuals with Disabilities (Section
5310) Program are “included in a locally
developed, coordinated public transithuman services transportation plan,”
and that the plan be “developed and
approved through a process that
included participation by seniors,
individuals with disabilities,
representations of the public, private,
and nonprofit transportation and human
service providers and other members of
the public” utilizing transportation
services.
The 2022 update to the Coordinated
Plan depended on the participation from
numerous organizations and individuals
throughout the County. Highlights of the
planning process included:
•

Input from nearly 100
representatives of transportation,
health, and human services
organizations reached through

•
•

interviews, affinity group discussions,
and a stakeholder survey distributed
online
Review of all relevant plans and
studies since 2015, including the FY
2016/2017 Coordinated Plan
Gaps and needs analysis particular
to the critical Ventura County
populations served by this Plan
(people with disabilities, older adults,
and people with low incomes)

The planning process for the
Coordinated Plan began in the latter half
of 2021 during the COVID-19 pandemic
and when Governor Newsom’s stay-athome order was still in effect. Although
public transit use continued to decline
and people traveled less except for the
most essential trips, the types of needs
highlighted in this plan and the relative
urgency of these needs remained
consistent throughout the planning
process. It is still to be determined how
these significant changes in travel
patterns will impact transportation
systems and transit use in the long-term.
The region’s priorities as reflected in the
proposed strategies may shift as
transportation providers begin to
restore service.
VCTC Coordinated Plan
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ABOUT VENTURA COUNTY
Ventura County is bounded by Los Angeles
County to the southeast, Kern County to
the north, Santa Barbara County to the
northwest, and the Pacific Ocean to the
southeast (Figure 1). It covers an area of
over 1,800 square miles, approximately
53% of which is national forest land. Of the
land area that is not national forest, more
than half is agricultural. Most of the
population lives in the southern portion of
the county.
Ventura County is divided into east and
west sides by the Conejo Grade, a segment
of the U.S. 101 freeway that, along with
State Route 118, connects cities within the
Conejo Valley to Camarillo and cities on the
Oxnard Plain. Cities in the Santa Clara River
Valley in West Ventura County have lower
median incomes than those in East Ventura

FIGURE 1 VENTURA COUNTY
2
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County, which have a much more residents
commuting into Los Angeles than the rest
of the County.
Ventura County also includes four federally
designated Urbanized Areas (UAs).
Oxnard/Ventura and Thousand Oaks/
Moorpark are categorized as large urban,
with populations of over 200,000 people
each. Simi Valley and Camarillo are
categorized as small urban with
populations of 50,000 to 200,000 people
each. These locations are eligible for
Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
formula funding. The Ventura County
Transportation Commission (VCTC) is the
designated recipient of FTA section 5310
and Section 5307 apportionments for
these four UAs.

2 Regional Demographics
The following sections highlight the local characteristics and changes to Ventura
County’s demographic profile since the previous Coordinated Plan. Changing
demographics change the transportation system—they can influence ridership, the
provision of services and programs, and how future investments are made. Using
data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey and other relevant
planning documents, these sections focus on key population groups that are at the
core of Coordinated Planning: older adults, people with disabilities, people with low
incomes, veterans, and youth.

VENTURA COUNTY POPULATION FACTORS
Since the last Coordinated Public
Transit-Human Services Transportation
Plan, which was adopted in 2017, the
County’s population has increased by
1%—from 835,790 residents in 2014 to
847,263 residents in 2019. As shown in
Figure 2, this trend is reflected across
several of Ventura County’s resident
groups. Using U.S. Census American
Community Survey 2015 to 2019 fiveyear estimate data as well as regional
and statewide population and
employment projection data, this
Coordinated Plan focuses on the needs

of older adults, people with disabilities,
and people with low incomes.1 As for an
update to the 2017 Coordinated Plan,
this Coordinated Plan also examines the
needs of veterans and youth.
Today, a large portion of seniors (adults
aged 65 and older) and people with
disabilities live within Ventura County.
Since the last plan, the portion of youth
(aged 17 and under), people with low
incomes (100% below the Federal
Poverty Level), and veterans have
decreased.

FIGURE 2 VENTURA COUNTY POPULATION FACTORS
Factors
Total Population
Persons age 65+
Persons age <17
Low-Income
(100% FPL)
Persons with
Disabilities
Veterans

835,790
105,599
208,063
91,912

Percent of Total
Population
(2014)
-13%
25%
11%

83,872
46,464

2014

Percent Change
2014 to 2019

847,263
127,628
196,787
74,645

Percent of Total
Population
(2019)
-15%
23%
9%

10%

91,637

11%

+9%

6%

39,781

5%

-14%

2019

+1%
+21%
-5%
-23%

1

While estimates for 2020 are available, the five-year estimate data for an area is the most reliable Census data set because
they have larger samples and small margins of error.
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FIGURE 3 DENSITY OF OLDER ADULTS 65 AND OVER

Older Adults
The median age of Ventura County’s
population in 2019 was 38.1, more than a
year older than the county’s median age in
2014 (36.9). 2 In comparison, the median
age in Los Angeles County in 2019 was
36.5. Population projections, however,
suggest Los Angeles County is aging at a
faster rate than Ventura County.3 As of
2019, adults over 65 make up 15% of the
county’s population, which is slightly above
the percentage of senior residents within
California as a whole (14%). Of those
Ventura County residents over 65, 34% are

over 70 years old. In addition, the
proportion of seniors living with
independent living, ambulatory, or self-care
difficulties (7%) has increased by 1% since
the last plan.4 As shown in (Figure 3), the
highest densities of older adults are in west
Ventura County in the Juanamaria, Serra,
and Thille neighborhoods of Ventura; the
Via Marina, Redwood, Bryce Canyon, and
Blackstock neighborhoods of Oxnard; and
in Camarillo between Las Posas Road and
the U.S. 101 Freeway. Mobility will continue
to be a challenge for seniors and

2
U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, Table B01002: Median Age by Sex, 2019 5-Year Estimates
3

California Department of Aging, Facts About California’s Elderly, Accessed via https://aging.cva.gov/Data_and_Reports/
Facts_About_California’s_Elderly/
4
U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, Table S1810: Disability Characteristics, 2019 5-Year Estimates
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transportation providers as a far greater
proportion of the population loses their
ability to drive. Studies have shown nearly
80% of older adults reside in suburban and
rural communities and that nearly half of
non-driving seniors stay home on any given

day due to the lack of public transit options.
To support aging in place, services for
seniors will need to increase at or ahead of
the rate at which the senior population is
growing in Ventura County.

FIGURE 4 DENSITY OF YOUTH

Youth
Youth are defined in this plan as individuals
aged 17 and younger. The youth population
accounts for 23% of Ventura County’s
overall population but has decreased by 5%
since the previous plan. Youth living below
the federal poverty line account for nearly
3% of the County’s overall population, a
slight decrease from the previous plan. Like
older adults, high densities of youth in

Ventura County reside throughout Central
and Northwest Oxnard; south of U.S. 126
and scattered throughout Ventura ; and
central Camarillo and neighborhoods east
of State Route 34. Many youths also reside
in Santa Paula, Fillmore, and east Simi
Valley west of Santa Susana Pass State
Park (Figure 4).

5
NRDC. Stranded Seniors Need Public Transportation. November 2012.
6

U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, Table S0101: Age and Sex, 2019 5-Year Estimates
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FIGURE 4 DENSITY OF PERSONS WITH LOW INCOMES

People With Low Incomes
The median household income in 2019 in
Ventura County was $88,131—higher than
the overall statewide figure ($75,235).
Roughly 9% of Ventura County households
have incomes below $26,500,7 which is
lower than the 13% statewide rate. Of all
workers in Ventura County at least 16
years old and whose incomes are 100%
below the Federal Poverty Level, more
than 70% drive alone to work. Although
43% of public transit commutes are taken
by people with low incomes,8 the majority
still drive alone.9 Public transit, however,

continues to be a critical service, especially
to those with few travel options. The trend
is reflective of what is observed across
California cities—as more people across the
income spectrum purchase and drive their
own vehicles, transit use declines such that
the average transit rider is poorer over time
relative to a city’s population as a whole.10
People with low incomes live all throughout
Ventura County, with many residing in
Oxnard, Ventura, towns along the Santa
Clara Valley, Camarillo, Thousand Oaks,
Moorpark, and Simi Valley (Figure 5).

7
100% of the 2021 Federal Poverty Level
8
This plan defines low-income as 100% below the 2021 Federal Poverty Level.Facts_About_California’s_Elderly/
9

U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, Table S0802: Means of Transportation to Work by Selected
Characteristics, 2019 5-Year Estimates. Of all workers in Ventura County at least 16 years old and whose incomes are 100%
below the Federal Poverty Level, more than 70% drive alone to work.
10
Julene Paul and Brian D. Taylor, Who lives in transit-friendly neighborhoods? An analysis of California neighborhoods over
time. June 2021.
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Since the previous plan, the number of
low-income individuals in Ventura County
decreased by 23%. This trend reflects
changes observed in neighboring Los
Angeles County, Santa Barbara County,
and the state at large—across the same
time span, the proportion of low-income

residents in Los Angeles County decreased
by 18% and in Santa Barbara County by
17%.11 These reductions are likely attributed
to expanded employment and wage
growth in the past decade, as well as
out-migration of people with low incomes
due to high housing costs.12

FIGURE 6 DENSITY OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

Persons With Disabilities
The number of people living with a
disability increased by 9% between 2014
and 2019. According to the U.S. Census, the
most reported disability types in Ventura
County include ambulatory difficult,
followed by independent living and

cognitive difficulties. High densities of
persons with disabilities are in the Bryce
Canyon and Blackstock neighborhoods of
Oxnard, areas north of State Route 126 in
Santa Paula, and east of Central Avenue in
Fillmore (Figure 6).

11
U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, Table C17002: Ratio of Income to Poverty Level in the Past 12 Months, 2019
and 2014 5-Year Estimates
12
Los Angeles Times, Capitol Journal: High taxes be damned, the rich keep moving to California, March 2019.
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Veterans

POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS

Like what was observed in the previous
plan, the number of reported veterans in
Ventura County continues to decline—
between 2014 and 2019, the veteran
population decreased by 14%. This
downward trend is reflective of what is
observed nationwide—between 2000 and
2018, the number of veterans in the United
States declined by about a third, from
around 26 million to 18 million. As of 2019,
there were an estimated 39,781 veterans
living in Ventura County, 5% of which are
living below the Federal Poverty Level and
28% are living with a disability.

To begin understanding how demographic
shifts impact the provision of transit
services, this Coordinated Plan analyzed a
variety of statewide and regional
population and employment data
projections.15 Models from California
Department of Finance (DoF), used for the
FY 16/17 Coordinated Transportation Plan,
and the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG), which uses the latest
U.S. Census data, adopt different
assumptions and employ different
approaches to analyzing forecast data. As
a result, population projections and the
magnitude of change vary by source.

FIGURE 7 POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR VENTURA COUNTY – CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE ESTIMATES18
U.S. Census Bureau, Census Bureau Releases New Report on Veterans, June 2020.
U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, Table S2101: Veteran Status, 2019 5-Year Estimates
15
All data sources were published before the COVID-19 pandemic and do not reflect any possible effects on demographic trends.
13

14
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According to California DoF estimates,
Ventura County’s total population
increased by 1% since the FY 16/17
Coordinated Transportation Plan and is
projected to increase until 2040 before
seeing annual declines until 2060.16
Declining annual growth rates, however,
will continue its downward trajectory until
2060. Similar growth rate trends are also
reflected in regional estimates. The latest
SCAG projections highlight declining
annual growth in both population and
employment until 2050, with Ventura’s
growth lagging behind the state and
regional average.17
Employment projections and the
magnitude of change also vary by source.
All sources suggest future job growth in the
near-term before gradually declining in
subsequent decades. According to SCAG’s
latest projections, Ventura is expected to
have job growth initially coming out of the
pandemic, but then reverting close to 2019
levels.19 Growth projections in populationdriven employment are also lower than
previously estimated. Impacts on future
employment due to the COVID-19
pandemic are yet to be determined.
Both the California DoF and SCAG data
sets also anticipate older adults comprising
an increasing share of the County’s total
population as Baby Boomers continue to
age. 20 This is reflective of nationwide
trends—in 2011, the oldest Baby Boomers
turned 65 and every day, 10,000 more will
cross that threshold, with steep increases
expected until 2029. This significant shift is

expected to level off over time, but not
decline. 21
The rise in older adults may have significant
implications for the provision of public
transit in the region. In addition, older
adults with difficulties walking and those
who are unable to drive are less likely to
receive regular health check-ups, are less
civically engaged, and more socially
isolated compared to those who do not
experience these mobility challenges.

TRAVEL-TO-WORK CHARACTERISTICS
In 2019, Ventura County’s population of
working age adults over the age of 16 was
407,902, a 5% increase from 2014. 22 Most of
Ventura County’s working age adults (79%)
travel to work by car, truck, or van, a
notable drop from 2014 estimates (89%)
and greater than statewide estimates
(73%). Ventura County workers carpool to
work at a rate of 11%, which is slightly higher
than state rates (10%).
Like the 2017 Coordinated Plan, the
percentage of those taking public
transportation to work in Ventura County is
significantly lower when comparing to
statewide rates. Around 1% of working age
adults commute by public transit in Ventura
County compared to 5% of working age
adults in the state. While the overall
number of public transportation
commuters in Ventura County increased
since the previous plan, the proportion of
workers commuting by public transit
decreased.

The State of California Department of Finance, P-2: County Population Projections (2010-2060), 2019 Baseline
Southern California Association of Government, Ventura County Preliminary Growth Projections for Connect Socal 2024, 2022
18
The State of California Department of Finance, P-2: County Population Projections (2010-2060), 2019.
19
Southern California Association of Government, Ventura County Preliminary Growth Projections for Connect Socal 2024, 2022.
20
The State of California Department of Finance, P-2: County Population Projections (2010-2060), 2019
21
Pew Research Center, Baby Boomers Approach 65—Glumly, December 20, 2010.
22
U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, Table S0802: Means of Transportation to Work by Selected Characteristics,
2019 5-Year Estimates
16
17
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TRANSIT PROPENSITY AND
ACCESSIBILITY ASSESSMENT
The following section identifies where
Ventura County’s transit coverage gaps
and underserved areas are for older adults,
people with low incomes, people with
disabilities, veterans, and youth. It provides
an overall view of areas in Ventura County
where individuals who are likely to utilize
public transit services live, while also
highlighting where fixed-route and dial-aride services are provided. These findings
are based on analysis of demographic data.

Transit Propensity and Service
Figure 8 illustrates transit propensity for
various population groups in specific parts
of Ventura County. Transit propensity is a
composite measure of the highest
concentrations of potential riders for public
transportation in the area. Areas in dark
blue represent Census block groups with
higher transit propensity index scores,
which indicate where high transit
propensity groups tend to live. Areas where
colors are blended, or shown in purple,
illustrate where transit service is provided
(pink overlay) in high transit propensity

FIGURE 8 TRANSIT PROPENSITY
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FIGURE 9 TRANSIT ACCESSIBILITY TO SOCIAL SERVICES – DIAL-A-RIDE
block groups. If a block group is dark blue
or purple and falls outside of where the
transit service is provided, it means
residents of that block group who have a
high propensity for transit use are not
being served by transit. Often, densely
populated communities with people who
identify as Black, Indigenous, or people of
color (BIPOC), have low incomes, live with
a disability, do not speak English as their
primary language, and do not own a
personal vehicle have a higher propensity
for transit use and thus are more likely to
ride the bus, use dial-a-ride, or use ADA
paratransit.

In Ventura County, people who are more
likely to use transit live in more populated
areas like the City of Ventura and the west
side of Oxnard. High transit propensity
groups in more isolated parts of the county
are located between State Route 126 and
West Santa Paula Street and along the
railroad tracks and Highway 150 in Santa
Paula. In Simi Valley, these populations are
found along East Los Angeles Avenue.
Most high transit propensity groups in
Ventura County have access to dial-a-ride
services. Areas that fall outside of a
dial-a-ride service area include parts of
northern Santa Paula and unincorporated

VCTC Coordinated Plan
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FIGURE 10 TRANSIT ACCESSIBILITY TO SOCIAL SERVICES –
FIXED-ROUTE TRANSIT
areas east of Ventura, where much of the
neighborhood is agricultural. Residents
with a high propensity for transit use in
neighborhoods along State Route 126 are
served by Valley Express paratransit.
The county’s accessibility to community
amenities via dial-a-ride is illustrated in
(Figure 9). Community amenities include
the following:
• Schools: K-12 schools and colleges
• Social Services: County human services
agencies, social service agencies,
children and family services, and
non-profit organizations providing

12
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•
•
•
•

social services and family health
services
Community Centers and Veteran
Services: Local community centers and
veteran service offices
Major Retail: Large retail centers that
include shopping centers, plazas, malls,
and town squares
Medical Services: Hospitals, medical
centers, and dialysis centers
Major Employment Centers: Major
employment centers as identified by the
State of California’s Employment
Development Department

Regional Demographics

People can access human and social
service agencies, community centers,
Veteran services, major retail, and medical
centers throughout the county via dial-aride services as many of these services are
centrally located. Several schools located in
more remote, agricultural areas near Ojai
and in Santa Paula as well as major
employment centers near Port Hueneme
(Naval Air Station Point Mugu) fall outside
of the coverage area for dial-a-ride
services.

Several K-12 schools in the northern and
central areas of Ventura County in Ojai, in
Santa Paula along State Route 150 and
north of State Route 126, in northwest
Camarillo, and in Oak Park east of State
Route 23 are not well-served by fixed-route
transit service (Figure 10). Some major
employment centers such as both Naval
Base Ventura County Point Mugu and Port
Hueneme and near Oak Park are also not
easily accessible by fixed-route transit
service.

VCTC Coordinated Plan
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Inventory of
Transportation Providers

Important to the Coordinated Plan is cataloging and assessing available transportation
resources (services, providers, and funding). The intent of this inventory is to increase
awareness of transportation resources available in Ventura County and to identify
duplicative services, existing coordination efforts, and opportunities to expand
coordination.

PUBLIC SYSTEMS

PUBLIC FIXED-ROUTE SERVICES

Ventura County’s public transit systems
include fixed-route bus service, demand
response dial-a-ride, and regional rail.

Public transit agencies providing fixedroute service operate according to
published scheduled routes. There are
nine fixed-route transit operators based in
Ventura County, which are described below
(Figure 11 and Figure 12). Detailed
information on fares and ADA paratransit
eligibility requirements are provided in the
Appendix.

FIGURE 11 SUMMARY TABLE OF FIXED-ROUTE PUBLIC TRANSIT SERVICE
Primary
County
Served
Ventura
County

Providers

Hours of Operation

Service Area

Camarillo Area Transit
(CAT) Fixed-route
Service
Camarillo Area Transit
(CAT) Trolley Service
Gold Coast Transit
District (GCTD)
Fixed-route Service

Weekdays:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Leisure Village, the Camarillo Library, Pleasant Valley
Hospital, and the Camarillo Community Center

Sun–Thurs: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Fri–Sat: 10 a.m. - 10p.m.
Weekdays:
4:45 a.m. - 10:14 p.m.
Weekends:
5:21 a.m. - 10:01 p.m.
Weekdays:
7 a.m. - 5:40 p.m.
Weekdays:
6:15 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Metrolink, Camarillo Plaza, Premium Outlets
Promenade, Old Town, Dizdar Park
Oxnard, Ojai, Port Hueneme, Ventura, and
unincorporated areas of Ventura County

Kanan Shuttle
Moorpark City Transit

Agoura Hills and Oak Park, schools and residential
neighborhoods near Kanan Road
Moorpark City Hall and the Library, the Metrolink
Station, Moorpark College, and the Career Education
Center

VCTC Coordinated Plan
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FIGURE 11 SUMMARY TABLE OF FIXED-ROUTE PUBLIC TRANSIT SERVICE (CONTINUED)
Primary
County
Served
Ventura
County

Providers

Hours of Operation

Service Area

Ojai Trolley

Weekdays:
6:36 a.m. - 7:27 p.m.
Weekdays:
5 a.m. - 8:09 p.m.
Saturdays:
5:30 a.m. - 8:16 p.m.
Weekdays: 6 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturdays: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Meiners Oaks, Mira Monte,
and the City of Ojai
Simi Valley Hospital, Royal High School,
and Simi Valley Metrolink

Simi Valley Transit
(SVT) Fixed-route
Service
Thousand Oaks
Transit (TOT)
Fixed-route Service
Valley Express Transit
Fixed-route Service

VCTC Intercity Transit
Fixed-route Service

Los
Angeles

LA Metro
Local Route 161

LADOT Commuter
Express Route 422
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Weekdays:
6:15 a.m. - 7:45 p.m.
Weekends:
8 a.m. - 5:45 p.m.
Weekdays:
4:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Weekends:
6:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Weekdays:
5:18 a.m. - 8:52 p.m.
Weekends:
6:14 a.m. - 8:58 p.m.
Weekday Morning Service:
4:55 a.m. - 9:31 a.m.
(from LA)
Weekday Evening Service:
1:55 p.m. to 8:17 p.m.
(from Thousand Oaks)

Thousand Oaks, Newbury Park, and surrounding
areas. Seasonal route to Zuma Beach in Malibu also
provided.
Heritage Valley

Locations throughout and within neighboring areas
of Ventura County

San Fernando Valley, Westlake Village, Agoura
Hills, Thousand Oaks

Downtown Los Angeles, Hollywood, San
Fernando Valley, Westlake Village, Agoura Hills,
Thousand Oaks
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FIGURE 12 VENTURA COUNTY FIXED-ROUTE SERVICES

Camarillo Area Transit (CAT)
The City of Camarillo operates CAT, which
provides fixed-route and general purpose
and paratransit dial-a-ride service in the
city of Camarillo. Fixed-route service
operates between 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on weekdays with one-hour headways.
Destinations include Leisure Village, the
Camarillo Library, Pleasant Valley Hospital,
and the Camarillo Community Center. The
city also operates a trolley service

connecting Metrolink to restaurants and
retail destinations. The trolley operates
Sunday through Thursday from 10:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. and Friday and Saturday from
10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., departing every
half hour. Trolley destinations include
Metrolink, Camarillo Plaza, Premium
Outlets Promenade, Old Town, and Dizdar
Park.

VCTC Coordinated Plan
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Gold Coast Transit District (GCTD)
Gold Coast Transit District (GCTD) provides
fixed-route and paratransit service in
Oxnard, Ojai, Port Hueneme, Ventura, and
unincorporated areas of Ventura County.
GCTD is the largest provider of public
transit in the county, with a fleet of 56
fixed-route buses and 24 paratransit buses
and vans. GCTD’s fixed-route network is
comprised of 16 routes, with service hours
ranging from 4:45 a.m. to 10:14 p.m. on
weekdays, and from 5:21 a.m. to 10:01 p.m.
on weekends.

Kanan Shuttle
The Kanan Shuttle operates in Agoura Hills
and Oak Park, serving schools and
residential neighborhoods near Kanan
Road. Other destinations include Oak Park
Community Center, Oak Park Library, and
retail centers along Kanan Road and
Thousand Oaks Boulevard. Riders can
transfer to LA Metro Route 161 and LADOT
Commuter Express buses at Roadside
Drive, Canwood Road, and Thousand Oaks
Boulevard. All buses are ADA compliant
and provide bus racks. Service is offered on
weekdays between 7:00 a.m. and 5:40
p.m., free of cost, with 10- to 30-minute
headways during morning service and
1-hour headways during evening peak
hours.

Moorpark City Transit
Moorpark City Transit operates two routes
from 6:15 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on weekdays,
with 60- to 70-minute headways during
peak hours. Destinations include Moorpark
City Hall and the Library, the Metrolink
Station, Moorpark College, and the Career
Education Center.
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Ojai Trolley
The Ojai Trolley operates fixed-route
service in Meiners Oaks, Mira Monte, and
the City of Ojai. The trolley has two routes,
A and B. Both cover most stops, except for
the eastern end of the service area (served
by Trolley A) and service to the Ojai Valley
Inn (served by Trolley B). On weekdays,
Route A runs from 6:36 a.m. to 7:27 p.m.
with one-hour headways. On weekends,
Route A runs from 7:06 a.m. to 5:57 p.m.
two-hour headways and Route B, offered
only on weekends, operates from 8:06 a.m.
to 7:55 p.m. with two-hour headways.
Routes A and B alternate every hour during
weekend service and, since most stops are
serviced by both routes, headways are one
hour, except for locations served by a
single route. There are plans to resume
Route B weekday service, but this effort
has been delayed due to COVID-related
impacts. The trolley serves Nordhoff High
School, the Ojai Valley Community
Hospital, the Ojai Avenue park-and-ride,
and the Arcade Shopping Plaza.
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Source: Ojai Visitors

Simi Valley Transit (SVT)
Simi Valley Transit (SVT) provides fixedroute and ADA/dial-a-ride services
throughout Simi Valley. The City of Simi
Valley also participates in CONNECT
InterCity, an intercity regional ADA/
dial-a-ride service.
SVT operates three bus routes with
weekday service running from 5:00 a.m. to
8:09 p.m. Weekday headways during peak
hours range from 30 to 100 minutes.
Saturday service runs from 5:30 a.m. to 8:16
p.m. Destinations served include Simi
Valley Hospital, Royal High School, and
Simi Valley Metrolink.

Thousand Oaks Transit (TOT)
Thousand Oaks Transit (TOT) operates five
local fixed-route buses in Thousand Oaks,
Newbury Park, Westlake Village, and
surrounding areas as well as one seasonal
route to Zuma Beach in Malibu. Weekday
service operates from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. and Saturday service operates from
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Average headways
are one hour across all routes. Key
destinations served include the Civic Arts
Plaza, Ventura County Health Care Agency,
Los Robles Hospital, Grant R. Brimhall
Library, and the Goebel Adult Community
Center.
VCTC Coordinated Plan
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Valley Express Transit Service
Valley Express operates fixed-route, ADA
paratransit, and general public dial-a-ride
throughout Heritage Valley. The service is
provided by a cooperative agreement
between VCTC, the County of Ventura, and
the cities of Fillmore and Santa Paula. VCTC
manages and administers the service.
Valley Express operates four fixed routes
operating between 6:15 a.m. to 7:45 p.m. on
weekdays and 8:00 a.m. to 5:45 p.m. on
weekends. Weekday headways during peak
hours range from 25 minutes to two hours,
depending on the route. Connections to
key destinations in Santa Paula include the
Santa Paula Medical Center and Hospital,
the senior center, the Boys & Girls Club,
Blanchard Community Library, and City
Hall. Destinations served by the Fillmore
route include City Hall, the library, Mercado
La Plaza, the Fillmore Active Adult Center,
and the Fillmore Terminal. Destinations
along the Piru route include Fillmore High
School, Piru Square, Valle Naranjal, and
Rancho Sespe Apartments.

VCTC Intercity Transit
VCTC Intercity Transit operates fixed-route
service that connects various locations
throughout and within neighboring areas of
Ventura County. Hours of operation are
between 4:30 a.m. and 9:30 p.m. on
weekdays, and from 6:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
on weekends.

LA Metro Local Route 161
LA Metro’s Local Route 161 offers
connections between the Canoga Park (G
Line / Orange) Station in Los Angeles and
the Thousand Oaks Transit Center via
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Westlake Village, Agoura Hills, and
Calabasas. Route 161 operates Monday
through Friday, from 5:18 a.m. to 8:52 p.m.
and on Saturdays and Sundays from 6:14
a.m. to 8:58 p.m. with one-hour headways.
Key destinations served by Route 161
include the Thousand Oaks Civic Arts
Plaza, Westlake Plaza, North Ranch Mall,
Promenade at Westlake, the Caltrans Park
& Ride on Roadside Drive and Kanan Road,
and Gateway Plaza in Woodland Hills.

LADOT Commuter Express 422
The Los Angeles Department of
Transportation (LADOT) runs 14 commuter
express routes with Route 422 connecting
Hollywood to the San Fernando Valley and
Thousand Oaks. Morning service operates
between 4:55 to 9:31 a.m., traveling from
Los Angeles to Thousand Oaks with 10 to
30-minute headways. Evening service runs
between 1:55 p.m. and 8:17 p.m., traveling
from Thousand Oaks to Los Angeles with
20 to 30-minute headways. Route 422
offers service to Janss Marketplace,
Thousand Oaks Civic Arts Plaza, and
Westlake Village Marketplace as well as
Warner Center and Kaiser Woodland Hills
in the San Fernando Valley.
Commuter Express operates on a zonebased system. Fare payment is based on
the number of zones that are crossed
during a trip. Route 422 spans three fare
zones. Riders can pay per trip, with
discounts offered to riders who are aged
65 and older, have a disability, or are a
Medicare cardholder. Riders can also
purchase 20-trip tickets and 31-day
commuter passes stored on a TAP card at a
discounted rate.
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PUBLIC DEMAND RESPONSE SERVICES
Transit agencies receiving federal funds
must adhere to the American with
Disabilities Act (ADA), which requires
providing complementary paratransit
service to individuals who are unable to use
fixed-route service because of a disability.
Public transit agencies also provide
demand response transportation services,
where customers must reserve trips in
advance and meet certain eligibility

requirements. Demand response services
vary, with some delivering riders to the
nearest curb (curb-to-curb), building
entrance (door-to-door), or even within the
building (door-through-door) (Figure 13).
Demand response services also vary in
price with fares that may exceed that of
fixed-route service. Pricing and eligibility
requirements across providers are
reflected in the Appendix.

FIGURE 13 SUMMARY TABLE OF DEMAND RESPONSE SERVICES
Providers
Camarillo Area Transit
Dial-a-Ride

Service Type
Dial-a-ride (available
for the general public)

CONNECT InterCity
Regional ADA/
Dial-a-Ride Service

ADA/dial-a-ride

Gold Coast Transit
District GO ACCESS

Origin-to-destination
transportation

Moorpark City Transit
ADA Paratransit &
Senior Dial-a-Ride
Moorpark City Transit
ADA Paratransit &
Senior Dial-a-Ride
Simi Valley Transit
Dial-a-Ride

Senior dial-a-ride

Disabled Paratransit

Hours of Operation
Weekdays: 6 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
*Reservations should be
made at least 24 hours
in advance
Weekdays: 6 a.m. - 6 p.m.
(last pick-up at 5:30 p.m.)
Saturday: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
(last pick-up at 5:30 p.m.)

Weekdays: 5 a.m. - 12 a.m.
Saturday: 5 a.m. - 12 a.m.
Sunday: 7 a.m. - 12 a.m.
Weekdays: 6 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Service Area
Anywhere within Camarillo limits
for any trip, except for school trips

Throughout most of eastern Ventura
County, including service to
Moorpark, Thousand Oaks, Simi
Valley, Somis, Camarillo, Agoura
Hills and nearby unincorporated
places
Ojai, Oxnard, Port Hueneme,
Ventura, and unincorporated areas
between these cities
Moorpark

Weekdays: 6 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Moorpark and the cities served
by Senior Dial-a-Ride with transfers
to Los Angeles County
Within Simi Valley city limits
Origin-to-destination, Weekdays: 5:15 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday: 5:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
shared ADA/
dial-a-ride rides.
ADA-certified
individuals can
request door-to-door
service.
VCTC Coordinated Plan
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FIGURE 13 SUMMARY TABLE OF DEMAND RESPONSE SERVICES (CONTINUED)
Providers
Thousand Oaks Transit
Dial-a-Ride

Valley Express
Dial-a-Ride/ADA
Paratransit

Service Type
Door-to-door
dial-a-ride program
for seniors 65 and
older. ADA para-transit
service for disabled
passengers unable to
use public
transportation.
Shared bus service
available to the
general public with
priority given to
seniors 65 and older
and ADA-certified
individuals

Hours of Operation
Weekdays: 6 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Weekends: 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Service Area
Thousand Oaks, Westlake Village,
Agoura Hills, and unincorporated
areas of Newbury Park, Oak Park,
Ventu Park, Lynn Ranch, Rolling
Oaks, Hidden Valley, and Lake
Sherwood

Weekdays:
5:45 a.m. - 7:45 p.m.
Weekends: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Santa Paula, Fillmore, Piru, and the
unincorporated areas that make up
Heritage Valley

Camarillo Area Transit Dial-A-Ride
CAT dial-a-ride is available for the general
public, with service offered anywhere
within city limits for any trip, except for
school trips. Weekday hours of operation
are between 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.,
Saturday from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., and
Sunday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Reservations should be made at least 24
hours in advance.

CONNECT InterCity Regional ADA/
Dial-A-Ride Service
CONNECT InterCity Regional ADA/
dial-a-ride service allows seniors 65 and
older and passengers who are ADA
certified to travel throughout most of
eastern Ventura County without having to
transfer between transit providers. The
service is provided through an agreement
between the cities of Thousand Oaks, Simi
Valley, Moorpark, and Ventura County as
members of the East County Transit
Alliance. The service transports riders to
various locations including Moorpark,
22
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Thousand Oaks, Somis, Simi Valley, Agoura
Hills, the CSUCI campus, Camarillo, and
nearby unincorporated places such as
Newbury Park and Santa Susana Knolls
(Figure 14). CONNECT uses an origin
requirement: as long as the origin of the
trip is in the Primary Service Area on Figure
14, CONNECT will serve the full round trip
to anywhere in the Primary or Extended
Service areas. If service originates in
Camarillo, the trip to the Primary Service
Area will be provided by CAT, rather than
CONNECT but no transfers are necessary.
CONNECT also assists with transfers for
trips to the LA ACCESS area (ADA only)
Monday to Friday, with transfers taking
place at the Thousand Oaks Transportation
Center or at the Carl’s Jr at Westlake Blvd.
and Townsgate Rd. Connections to the GO
ACCESS service area are also arranged by
CONNECT via the Camarillo transfer point,
Monday through Saturday. Lastly,
connections are also available to SVT’s
fixed route bus 10, which can be completed
anywhere along the route within the
CONNECT service area.
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FIGURE 14 CONNECT ADA AND SENIOR INTERCITY SERVICE AREA

Source: City of Thousand Oaks

Gold Coast Transit District GO ACCESS
GO ACCESS is GCTD’s paratransit service,
providing origin-to-destination
transportation for people with disabilities
who cannot use existing fixed-route
service. Reservations must be made one
day in advance, although same-day trips
might be provided based on availability. All
vehicles provided wheelchair access, and
personal care assistants can ride at no cost.

Moorpark City Transit ADA Paratransit
& Senior Dial-A-Ride
The City of Moorpark offers Senior Dial-aRide service to individuals aged 65 and
older, as an origin to destination service
throughout Moorpark. Moorpark ADA
Paratransit service is also available for any
person with a disability, regardless of age.
The service provides origin to destination
service through Moorpark, Agoura Hills,
Camarillo, Simi Valley, Thousand Oaks, Oak
Park, and Westlake Village. To qualify,
individuals must be ADA certified. ADA
Paratransit provides connections to LA
ACCESS via the Thousand Oaks

Transportation Center, though both
agencies must be notified in advance.
Same-day reservations must be made at
least two hours in advance of needing the
ride for both Senior Dial-a-Ride and ADA
Paratransit for trips within Moorpark.
Passengers traveling outside of Moorpark,
traveling for an appointment, or using
mobility device are encouraged to call at
least one day in advance. Services are
available from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on
weekdays, and 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on
Saturdays (excluding holidays). The fare is
$2.00 each way for travel within Moorpark
and $6.00 each way for travel to another
city. Additional fares are required when
transferring to LA ACCESS or Gold Coast
GO ACCESS.
Additionally, the City of Moorpark is a
member of the East County Transit
Alliance, which operates CONNECT
InterCity DAR . Eligible residents can use
this service to travel outside of Moorpark
(see CONNECT InterCity Regional ADA/
Dial-A-Ride Service description above).

VCTC Coordinated Plan
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Simi Valley Transit Dial-A-Ride
Simi Valley Transit provides origin-todestination, shared ADA/dial-a-ride rides
to seniors 65 and older and individuals with
special needs who are ADA certified.
ADA-certified individuals can request
door-to-door service. Simi Valley also
participates in CONNECT InterCity
Regional ADA/dial-a-Ride Service (see
CONNECT InterCity Regional ADA/
dial-a-ride Service section for more
information).

Thousand Oaks Transit Dial-A-Ride
The City of Thousand Oaks’ door-to-door
dial-a-ride program serves passengers
aged 65 and older and individuals holding
an ADA card. Customers can use the
service for medical appointments and
shopping trips, or to run errands. The
service is provided by the City of Thousand
Oaks, Westlake Village, Agoura Hills, and
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the county’s unincorporated areas of Oak
Park, Newbury Park, Ventu Park, Rolling
Oaks, Lynn Ranch, Hidden Valley, and Lake
Sherwood. Service is provided from 6:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on weekdays, and 8:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on weekends.

Valley Express Dial-A-Ride
The Valley Express Dial-a-Ride service is a
shared bus service taking passengers to
Santa Paula, Fillmore, Piru, and the
unincorporated areas that make up
Heritage Valley. The service is available to
everyone, with priority given to riders with
ADA certification and seniors 65 and older.
Same-day reservations are available and
can be reserved up to a week in advance,
however, service is provided based on
space availability. Same-day reservations
are exempt from ADA paratransit
regulations. ADA paratransit trips are also
guaranteed when reserved at least one day
in advance.
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REGIONAL RAIL & COMMERCIAL INTERCITY BUS
Several regional rail and commercial
intercity bus operators provide service that
connects Ventura County to neighboring
counties in the Southern California region.

Metrolink
The Metrolink Ventura County Line includes
stations in East Ventura, Oxnard, Camarillo,

Moorpark, and Simi Valley. Metrolink
provides access to key destinations in Los
Angeles County, including Van Nuys, the
Burbank Airport, Glendale, and LA’s Union
Station.
Seven inbound and seven outbound lines
operate from 5:02 a.m. to 8:15 p.m. on
weekdays. On Saturdays, the inbound route
from East Ventura to Union Station runs
from 8:15 a.m. to 10:05 a.m. and the
outbound route from 4:28 p.m. to 6:19 p.m.
Pricing varies by origin and destination.

FIGURE 14 CONNECT ADA AND SENIOR INTERCITY SERVICE AREA

Source: Metrolink
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Ventura County Airporter Shuttle

Greyhound

The Ventura County Airporter Shuttle
operates 10 daily round trips between
Ventura and Oxnard to the Los Angeles
International Airport (LAX). Operating
between 4:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. with
one- to two-hour headways, the Airporter
Shuttle picks up passengers from the Four
Points Sheraton on Schooner Drive and
from the Courtyard Marriott on Esplanade
Drive. Service to Ventura is offered
between 7:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. with
90-minute to two-hour headways. Fares
are $45.00 for adults and $30.00 for
children 12 and under, with an additional
$5.00 surcharge to account for high fuel
prices.

Greyhound is the largest provider of
intercity bus transportation, with more than
2,400 destinations in North America.
Amtrak passengers also use Greyhound to
connect to cities on Amtrak Thruway
service (bus tickets are purchased with rail
fares). In Ventura County, passengers on
Greyhound can also connect to other local
and regional transit networks at the Oxnard
Transit Center, including VCTC Intercity and
Gold Coast Transit.

Amtrak
Amtrak is a nation-wide rail service
operating in 46 states, Washington D.C.,
and Canada. Amtrak operates two routes in
Ventura County: The Pacific Surfliner,
which provides four round trips between
San Diego and Goleta with two trips
extending to San Luis Obispo. Ventura
County stops include Ventura, Oxnard,
Camarillo, Moorpark, and Simi Valley. 24 The
Coast Starlight, which provides one trip a
day between Los Angeles and Seattle with
stops located in Oxnard and Simi Valley.

FlixBus
FlixBus is a European intercity bus
company with service offered through the
U.S. FlixBus has a stop in Ventura on
Harbor Boulevard, which connects to
destinations throughout California,
including the Bay Area, Los Angeles, and
San Bernadino.

International Bus Lines
Formerly known as Transportes
Intercalifornias, International Bus Lines has
been operating for more than 25 years,
serving destinations across California and
the state of Baja California. International
Bus Lines makes stops at the Oxnard
Transit Center.

Amtrak, Pacific Surfliner Timetable Effective May 25, 2022. Accessed via https://www.pacificsurfliner.com/globalassets/pdfs/
schedules/930390270_pacific-surfliner-timetable_may_2022.pdf/
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MOBILITY MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Mobility management services focus on
meeting individual customer needs
through a range of transportation options
and service providers. Mobility
management services coordinate services
and providers to promote a more efficient
transportation service delivery system. This
often involves managing, providing support
for, and helping to coordinate
transportation services to customers.

Mobility Management Partners, Inc.

Under contract with VCTC, Mobility
Management Partners is a non-profit
organization that provides travel training to
help individuals safely use public and
alternative transportation options,
education on ADA certification and
eligibility requirements, a Mobility
Management Call Center, and Mobility
Management services. Based in Camarillo,
Mobility Management Partners provide
ADA certification to determine if persons
with disabilities can use public
transportation and to assess their eligibility
for paratransit services.

SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION

Ventura Transit System (VTS)

In addition to publicly provided services,
there are numerous transportation services
available through non-profit organizations
and private transportation providers. Some
of these services are available to the
general public while others are exclusive to
registered clients.

Ventura Transit System (VTS) provides
general transportation services serving
corporate accounts, schools, and airports.
VTS is handicapped accessible and
provides senior and student discounts.

All Transport Care
All Transport Care provides nonemergency medical transportation services
and services for individuals with limited
body flexibility, who are bed-bound, and/or
who use wheelchairs. Service is provided to
active patients in Los Angeles and Ventura
Counties.

A to B Transport, LLC
Serving Ventura and neighboring counties,
A to B Transport provides non-emergency
medical transportation services to
individuals with mobility limitations,
focusing on ambulatory, wheelchair,
gurney, and specialty services.

Camarillo Health Care District
Camarillo Health Care District provides
door-through-door transportation for daily
living activities and for non-emergency
medical appointments. Vehicles can
accommodate wheelchairs, oxygen
canisters, and other mobility devices.
Services are provided throughout Ventura
County and to Kaiser Hospital in Woodland
Hills between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Rides must originate within District
boundaries or sphere of influence, which
includes the Greater Camarillo Area, Somis,
and parts of the Santa Rosa and Las
Posadas Valleys.

VCTC Coordinated Plan
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Caregivers Volunteers Assisting the Elderly

Gold Coast Health Plan

Caregivers is a non-profit organization
serving seniors throughout Ventura
County. In addition to providing a variety of
non-professional services, volunteer
caregivers provide transportation to
medical appointments or for local errands.
Service is available in Camarillo, Conejo
Valley/Thousand Oaks, Fillmore, Moorpark,
Ojai, Oxnard, Port Hueneme, Santa Paula,
Simi Valley, and Ventura.

Gold Coast Health Plan (GCHP) provides
non-emergency medical transportation via
ambulance vehicles, litter vans, 25
wheelchair accessible vehicles (WAVs), and
air transportation. Service is available for
medical appointments covered by GCHP
and will not be provided if the service is not
covered by Medi-Cal. Individuals request
non-emergency medical transportation
through their provider. Once approved,
Ventura Transit Systems schedules the ride.
GCHP can reimburse mileage for trips
taken with friends.

Conejo Valley Village
The Conejo Valley Village is a non-profit
providing members access to a network of
trained and vetted local volunteers.
Memberships cover two-way or one-way
trips for shopping, errands, and
appointments. Volunteers can make
multiple stops and offer assistance at
destinations. Memberships cost $50.00 per
month for individuals, and $75.00 for
households of up to three people. The
service area includes Thousand Oaks,
Westlake Village, Newbury Park, Oak Park,
and surrounding communities.

HELP of Ojai
HELP of Ojai is a full-time, basic needs
provider, operating nine separate programs
ranging from senior nutrition to homeless
services. HELP of Ojai also provides
transportation services for seniors and
individuals with disabilities to access
grocery stores and medical services within
the Ojai Valley.

VC Area Agency on Aging
The Ventura County Area Agency on Aging
runs the ElderHelp Transportation program
for seniors26 and individuals with
disabilities. The program is free and
provides dial-a-ride and fixed-route transit
passes for non-emergency medical
appointments, trips to visit families,
shopping, and other purposes. Limited free
transportation to medical appointments for
people with low incomes, seniors, and
adults with disabilities wo are unable to use
transit is also provided.
People with disabilities and older adults
living in assisted living facilities may be
eligible for door-through-door
transportation to medical appointments via
ElderHelp Medi-Rides. This program is
intended for individuals who are not able to
use transit or dial-a-ride services, and who
have no alternative way to travel to medical
appointments. Medi-Rides are limited to
two rides per month. Individuals must not
already be receiving similar services from
other agencies like Gold Coast Health Plan.

Litter vans are vehicles that have been modified, equipped, and used for the purpose of providing non-emergency medical
transportation for passengers with stable medical conditions and who require the use of a litter or gurney.
26
The ElderHelp Transportation program defines seniors as being aged 60 and older.
25
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Community Involvement &
Gaps and Needs Assessment

This chapter draws on conversations key stakeholders and the different agencies who
serve them to reveal high-level gaps in Ventura County’s transportation system as
experienced by the region’s older adults, people with disabilities, people with low
incomes, veterans, and youth. The gaps and needs identified from community
involvement and a review of recent planning initiatives inform the recommended
strategies of the Coordinated Plan.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT &
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
The Project Team engaged with
stakeholders, transit agencies, non-profit
organizations, and health and human
service agencies across Ventura County to
understand the access and mobility needs
of older adults, people with disabilities,
people with low incomes, veterans, and
youth. The Project Team conducted
outreach between July 2021 and May 2022
using a variety of engagement methods
including interviews, affinity group
discussions, and surveys, to address
potential barriers to public participation.

CTAC/SSTAC ENGAGEMENT
Core to the coordinated planning effort are
the Social Services Transportation Advisory
Committee (SSTAC) and the Citizen’s
Transportation Advisory Committee
(CTAC). Across three quarterly meetings,
policy partners and organizational
representatives from across the county
shared their feedback throughout the
planning process. Members of the
committee represented the following
organizations:
• Area Agency on Aging
• Caregivers
• City of Camarillo
• Fillmore

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Moorpark
City of Ojai
City of Oxnard
City of Port Hueneme
City of Santa Paula
City of Simi Valley
City of Thousand Oaks
City of Ventura
Mobility Management Partners
The ARC
Independent Living Resource Center
Ventura County Healthcare Agency
VCTC

The project team engaged with the CTAC/
SSTAC during major project milestones,
including the existing conditions analysis,
the development of plan goals and findings
from the gaps and needs assessment, and
preliminary strategies.

Identified Gaps & Needs
•

•

One CTAC/SSTAC member noted the
previous plan did not have specific
programs and projects, which made it
difficult to apply for Section 5310
funding.
CTAC/SSTAC members identified
limited access to technology and the
need for interpretation services to assist
Spanish-speaking households as major
barriers in reaching community
members.
VCTC Coordinated Plan
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•

When asked about their vision for
transportation in the next five years, the
most common response amongst
CTAC/SSTAC members was a
convenient transportation system.
Others also noted interest in a system
that has better connections and has
more transportation options for people
to choose from.

Ventura County and to share feedback
commonly heard from the people they
serve regarding their transportation
experiences. The project team also
requested feedback to help identify
potential improvements to the gaps and
needs noted from the existing conditions
analysis as well as critical markets and
locations not currently served.

COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS

Identified Gaps & Needs

Meeting with transit and human service
agency transportation providers is critical
to understanding existing capacity
concerns, operational issues, expansion
plans, and short-term goals. As such, one of
the initial steps of the engagement process
was meeting with local and regional human
service providers, nonprofit organizations,
and public transit agencies to better
understand their services, concerns, and
objectives for the Coordinated Plan.
The project team met with representatives
for hour-long interviews between July to
March 2022 (Figure 15). Stakeholders were
asked to indicate the level of support
received by transportation services in

•

•

•

Some seniors and individuals with
disabilities need additional assistance
beyond what is currently offered by
some providers. Many participants
reported their clients need door-to-door
assistance more so than the curb-tocurb assistance currently offered by
most dial-a-ride programs.
Moving seamlessly across the county is
a challenge for many. Infrequent service,
long wait times, and concerns over
safety and reliability deter would-be
riders from using public transit for long
trips across Ventura.
Budget constraints and farebox
attainment issues continue.

FIGURE 15 SUMMARY TABLE OF STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
Agency/Organization
Area Agency on Aging
Thousand Oaks Transit
Senior Concerns
The Arc
Ventura County Human Services Agency
Gold Coast Transit District
Mobility Management Partners
211
Naval Base Ventura County
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Date of Meeting
July 23, 2021
July 28, 2021
July 29, 2021
August 2, 2021
August 2, 2021
August 6, 2021
August 24, 2021
November 4, 2021
March 15, 2022
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AFFINITY GROUP DISCUSSIONS
To gain a deeper understanding of the
mobility and access challenges certain
population groups experience while using
transit services in Ventura County, the
project team organized and facilitated
discussions with several affinity groups.
The affinity groups primarily consisted of
key stakeholders who work closely with
seniors, people with disabilities, people
with low incomes, youth, and veterans and
who did not participate in the initial round
of stakeholder interviews. Affinity groups
were comprised of staff from non-profit
organizations, human and social service
agencies, the Point Mugu Naval Base, and
ACCESS operators.
Affinity group discussions were held
between October 2021 and March 2022
(Figure 16). Due to the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic and local mask guidance limiting
in-person engagement activities, four
affinity group discussions were held
virtually via Microsoft Teams. Only the
operator affinity group was held in person
at the MV Transit facility in Oxnard
following the County’s easing of mask

requirements. The project team asked
questions to help identify barriers, priorities
for future transportation investments, and
opportunities to improve regional
paratransit or demand response trips.

Identified Gaps & Needs
•

•

•

•

More can be done to improve the
dissemination of transit service
information. Several organizations
noted they regularly receive inquiries
regarding the ADA certification process
from older adults, people with
disabilities, social workers, and family
members of those needing dial-a-ride
service.
Traveling to remote parts of Ventura
County on transit can be tedious, time
consuming, and expensive.
There is interest in more on-demand
options to give people the flexibility to
make appointments and travel to where
they need to at their own convenience.
Rightsizing the vehicle and service with
the customer’s needs makes a
difference in their experience.

FIGURE 16 SUMMARY TABLE OF AFFINITY GROUP DISCUSSIONS
Affinity Group
Veterans
Health and Human Services
Education
Family Services & Caregivers
Transit Operators

Agencies/Organizations
Gold Coast Veterans Foundation
MMP, Ventura County HSA,
Ventura County Medical Center
and Santa Paula Hospitals
CSU Channel Islands, Ventura Adult
and Continuing Education
Independent Living Resource Center,
Caregivers
MV Transit
(operations of GCTD ACCESS)

Date(s) of Meetings
October 10, 2021
October 13, 2021
November 5, 2021
March 3, 2022
March 24, 2022
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VIRTUAL OFFICE HOURS

Identified Gaps & Needs

The project team hosted virtual office
hours geared towards stakeholders and
project partners who are already familiar
with the plan and the issues it tackles (e.g.,
CTAC/SSTAC members, interviewed
stakeholders, and affinity group
participants). This format gave participants
more time to review the content, provide
feedback, and ask targeted questions
about the preliminary strategies and their
prioritization. Participants also had the
opportunity to prioritize strategies, suggest
new strategies, and submit detailed
feedback on strategies.

•

COMMUNITY POP-UP EVENTS

diversity to ensure representation from
both east and west county, as well as
opportunities to engage with multiple
communities that are the focus of this plan.
Community members had the opportunity
to vote for their preferred strategies and to
develop new strategies. Results from this
interactive activity informed strategy
prioritization and the design of programs
and policies. The language used to convey
strategies were simplified and translated
into Spanish.

While stakeholder meetings and the survey
allowed for robust participation by
organizations with a stake in
transportation, the community pop-up
events allowed members of the public to
understand the outcomes of these
stakeholder consensus-building meetings
and recommended actions in the
Coordinated Plan. The purpose of these
pop-up events was to share findings,
propose outcomes, solicit input, and get
buy-in on strategies and approaches from
older adults, people with disabilities,
people with low incomes, and people who
are unlikely to have access to the highspeed internet necessary for attending a
virtual meeting.
The project team attended recurring
community events across Ventura County
in January and April 2022 (Figure 17).
When determining the location for popups, the team factored geographic
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•

Transit agencies currently pride
themselves on providing a robust level
of local transit service, and they are
looking to VCTC to make leadership and
programming decisions which would
help support countywide connections
and serving the countywide interest.
There was concern about whether VCTC
would assume costs of additional
service or if that responsibility would be
passed onto transit agencies.
The finding that “older and disabled
passengers have limited options for
additional assistance to the front door
of their destination” was reiterated as a
key need.

Identified Gaps & Needs
•

People are generally satisfied with their
local dial-a-ride service, but there are
opportunities for improvement. Several
seniors expressed frustrations around
indirect routing, scheduling, long wait
times, and challenges with fitting their
mobility device into the vehicle. Other
individuals felt the process for
scheduling rides is inflexible and time
consuming.

Community Involvement & Gaps and Needs Assessment

•

•

People are generally satisfied with their
local fixed-route transit service but
wanted to see improved bus stop and
station conditions, including more
amenities at bus stops and transit
stations, real-time arrival information,
benches, and shelters.
People are unaware of the full range of
transportation options offered in
Ventura County. Many individuals the

•

project team spoke with were unaware
of demand-response options and
programs for older adults, people with
disabilities, and people with low
incomes.
Navigating the different service
offerings can be made easier with the
presence of a volunteer or travel
training.

FIGURE 17 SUMMARY TABLE OF COMMUNITY POP-UP EVENTS
Event
Unmet Transit Needs (Virtual)
Ventura College Foundation
Weekend Marketplace
Oxnard Transit Center
Simi Valley Senior Center

Date
January 25, 2022, 12 - 1 p.m.
April 9, 2022, 7 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Community of Interest
General public
General public

April 28, 2022, 7 - 11 a.m.

Fixed-route transit riders, older adults,
people with disabilities, and people with
low incomes
April 28, 2022, 11:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. Demand-response transit riders, older
adults, and people with disabilities
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SURVEYS AND OTHER COMMENTARY
With a goal of updating an inventory of
existing services and publicizing the
Coordinated Plan, the project team
developed an online-based survey targeted
towards agencies and organizations that
provide transportation services to
individuals in Ventura County, such as
travel training, vouchers, shuttle
operations, and fixed-route and demand
response services. The survey collected
information on service areas, eligibility and
intake, hours of operation, fares, funding,
and scheduling processes.
Between May to August 2021, a total of 41
respondents completed the survey. The
largest share of survey participants
represents nonprofit human service
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agencies, though a variety of organizations
are also represented, including advocacy
organizations, public transit agencies,
human service agencies, and nonprofit
transportation providers.

Identified Gaps & Needs
When asked about transportation
challenges experienced by customers or
clients, the highest average ranked
responses from the survey include:
• Bus stops are not close enough to
residences and/or destinations
• Information on local transit service is not
always available or easy to understand
• Important destinations are not served
by public transit
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GAPS AND NEEDS IDENTIFIED IN RECENT PLANNING EFFORTS
The following is a summary of recent plans,
studies, and reports completed since the
adoption of the previous Coordinated Plan that
consider specialized transportation services in
Ventura County. In each plan, the relevant
strategies specific to transit or demand
response service as well as identified needs,
gaps, and barriers are listed out for reference.

TRANSIT INTEGRATION AND
EFFICIENCY STUDY (2022)
VCTC’s Transit Integration and Efficiency Study
(TIES) seeks to examine system efficiencies
and opportunities that will most effectively
improve passenger experience, reduce
operating and capital costs, and better
integrate the existing operating systems in
Ventura County. The study, which is currently
underway, will review and assess assets,
finances, technology systems, fixed-route and
paratransit services, governance, and existing
coordination efforts.

CONNECT SOCAL: 2020-2045 REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION PLAN/SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITIES STRATEGY (2021)
SCAG’s 2020-2045 Regional Transportation
Plan proposed a path towards a more mobile
and sustainable future for the Southern
California region. Its Core Vision “centers on
maintaining and better managing the
transportation network we have for moving
people and goods, while expanding mobility
choices by locating housing, jobs, and transit
closer together and increasing investment in
transit and complete streets.”
Goals and strategies related to transit and
improved regional connectivity include:
• Increase person and goods movement and
travel choices within the transportation
system
• Support healthy and equitable communities
• Leverage new transportation technologies
and data-driven solutions
• Focus growth near destinations and
mobility options

•

Increase resources for bus service and close
gaps in the fixed guideway system27

VENTURA COUNTY 2040 GENERAL PLAN (2020)
The Ventura County 2040 General Plan is a
long-term plan that establishes standards for
and guides future development in the county.
The plan was developed through extensive
community involvement, with input gathered
through a variety of methods including
workshops, surveys, and presentations.
Relevant transit strategies and opportunities
for regional coordination highlighted in the
plan include:
•

•

•

•

Eliminate gaps in roadways, bikeways, and
pedestrian networks by planning for and
finding funding to construct improvements
to remove barriers, improve system
connectivity, and support first- and
last-mile access to and from transit
(CTM-2.13);
Collaborate with VCTC, Naval Base Ventura
County, and local public transportation
regional bus service providers to promote
the expansion of safe, convenient,
integrated, and cost-effective
intercommunity and countywide public
transportation and bus service (CTM-2.23);
Encourage bicycling, walking, public
transportation, and other alternative forms
of transportation to reduce vehicle miles
traveled (VMT), congestion, and
greenhouse gas emissions (CTM-4.2);
Encourage mobility-as-a-service providers
to coordinate with public transportation
providers to increase the attractiveness of
transit through the provision of free or
subsidized public transportation and
supporting first- and last-mile connections
within unincorporated communities
(CTM-6.10)

The plan calls for investments in transit: $66.8 billion towards
transit capital projects and $173.9 billion for transit operations
and maintenance.

27
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UNMET TRANSIT NEEDS STUDIES
VCTC conducts Unmet Transit Needs
assessments every fiscal year to determine if
areas of Ventura County with a population
under 100,000 are not being served by transit
to meet their daily transportation needs. Areas
that fall below that threshold include the Cities
of Santa Paula, Fillmore, Moorpark, and
Camarillo. The City of Thousand Oaks is also
included due to 2018 legislation. According to
VCTC’s definition of unmet transit need, the
threshold for “substantial” community support
is 15 requests from the general public and/or 10
requests for dial-a-ride service. Service
requests that exceed these thresholds are
further evaluated to determine the feasibility
for expanding service. VCTC will review and
reassess current Unmet Transit Need
definitions in 2022.

FY 2021/2022 STUDY
The 2021-2022 Unmet Transit Needs Study
received 166 comments from 126
respondents. Comments expressing
desires for new service in the eligible cities
were screened and were determined to not
meet the unmet transit need definition and
the 15-comment threshold for fixed-route
or the 10-comment threshold for dial-a-ride
service. Requests for service from Fillmore
and Santa Paula to Santa Clarita and
between Moorpark and Fillmore, which
were not considered an unmet need by this
study, did not meet the 15-comment
threshold but did the prior year and have
been the most requested services for
several years. VCTC staff will begin
investigating feasibility and planning for
potential implementation of these services
after countywide service has been restored
and the landscape for transit funding
becomes clearer.
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Additional service requests relevant to the
Coordinated Plan include:
• Expand service to multiple Los Angeles
County locations
• Expand service and increase operating
hours into Santa Barbara County
• Reinstate routes suspended during the
Coronavirus pandemic
• Countywide Sunday service
• Since VCTC published the FY 2021/2022
Study, VCTC Intercity reinstated its
service to pre-pandemic service levels
in August 2021. Service was again
reduced in November 2021 as a result of
driver shortages and declining ridership.

FY 2020/2021 STUDY
Around 500 comments were received from
the 2020-2021 Unmet Transit Needs Study.
Requests for service to Santa Clarita and
between Fillmore and Moorpark met
the15-comment threshold but was not
reasonable to meet due to the significant
projected loss of LTF funds and fare
revenue due to the COVID-19 pandemic, as
well as not being able to be accommodated
with the existing fleet. The most common
requests from this study include:
• Service from Fillmore to Santa Clarita
and between Moorpark and Fillmore
• Direct service between Fillmore and
Oxnard
• Weekend and increased Metrolink
service
• Expanded service on the East West
Connector
• Later evening service
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FY 2019/2020 STUDY
Only one request met the 15-comment
threshold for the 2019/2020 Study,
however, it was deemed not reasonable to
meet as it cannot be accommodated with
the existing fleet. The request was for
service to Santa Clarita. Other common
requests include:
• Connections between Fillmore and
Moorpark
• Expanded service on the East West
Connector (now called Cross County
Limited)
• Weekend and increased Metrolink
service
• Later or extended service on the
Highway 126 route
• Later evening service

EAST COUNTY REGIONAL
TRANSIT PLANNING (2019)
The East County Regional Transit Planning plan
highlighted and assessed the challenges transit
providers face in east Ventura County and
provided a blueprint for moving the region
forward. The plan also described existing
transit operations within east Ventura County,
state legislation and its impacts to transit in the
region, and challenges experienced by East
County Transit Alliance and area operators.
Identified needs, gaps, and barriers include:

•
•

•

All five agencies in the area still operate
separate local transit services.
City of Westlake Village and City of
Agoura Hills are across the county line
which presents challenges for
coordination.
The plan also reviewed the 2018 Local
Agency Formation Commission
(LAFCo) Municipal Service Review
(MSR) Transit Recommendations, which
highlighted the following
recommendations that promote
improved regional coordination:

•

•

•

Identify one agency as the regional
transportation authority to oversee and
implement the majority of public transit
within the County.
Encourage cities that are not currently
members of the Gold Coast Transit
District (GCTD) to request to join, or
contract with GCTD.
Establish a new transit district that
would complement the GCTD’s service
area and provide service within areas
not currently served by the GCTD.

ORIGIN/DESTINATION, TRANSFER, AND CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION SURVEYS (2019)
In Spring 2019, VCTC conducted an origin/
destination survey, a transfer survey, and a
customer satisfaction survey to better
understand travel patterns and behavior,
customer perceptions, and demand for public
transit service. Strengths and weaknesses
identified through the surveys informed
strategies for enhancing service and improving
mobility for residents, visitors, and employees.
The origin/destination survey, which received
1,267 responses, covered 18 routes across six
operators: VCTC, GCTD, Thousand Oaks
Transit, Simi Valley Transit, Moorpark City
Transit, and the Valley Express. VCTC Intercity
and Valley Express conducted the customer
satisfaction surveys.
Key findings from the surveys include:

•
•

•
•
•

Most use transit to travel between work/
school and home.
Top origins and destinations include
CSU Channel Islands, Ventura College,
and Moorpark College.
The average rider typically walks to the
bus stop.
The majority of transfers were GCTD
internal transfers.
The most preferred service
improvement is more frequent service.
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VCTC TRANSIT ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN (2018)
The VCTC Transit Asset Management
(TAM) Plan outlined the policies, processes,
and procedures for improving asset
management practices. Required for all
Federal Transit Administration grantees,
the plan assessed the current condition of

capital assets and informed funding
priorities over the next four years based on
the condition of transit assets. The
comprehensive Ventura County Group TAM
Plan List of Capital Investments noted the
following projects as high priorities (Figure
18).

FIGURE 18 VENTURA COUNTY GROUP TAM PLAN LIST OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS (2019-2023)
Year
2019

2020
2021
2022
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Project Name
VCTC Intercity Vehicle Replacement
Simi Valley Vehicle Replacement
Camarillo Vehicle Replacement
TOT Replacement CNG Bus Purchase
TOT Replacement
Demand Response Purchase
Valley Express Vehicle Replacement
TOT EV Bus Purchase
Moorpark Vehicle Replacement
VTS Vehicle Replacement
Valley Express Vehicle Replacement
HELP of Ojai Vehicle Replacement
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Asset/Asset Class
Revenue Vehicles
Revenue Vehicles
Revenue Vehicles
Revenue Vehicles
Revenue Vehicles/
Cutaway Buses
Revenue Vehicles
Revenue Vehicles/Bus
Revenue Vehicles
Revenue Vehicles
Revenue Vehicles
Revenue Vehicles

Cost
$2,151,000
$880,000
$67,725
$2,300,000
$750,000
$807,000
$2,000,000
$1,412,775
$248,500
$735,000
$64,000
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SUMMARY OF GAPS AND NEEDS RELATED TO
SPECIALIZED PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
The following section highlights gaps and
needs specifically facing Ventura County’s
vulnerable populations which are not
currently being met by the existing mass
transportation system. Based on existing
conditions research, mapping analysis, and
observations from stakeholder
engagement, and a review of documents
from recent planning efforts, these gaps
and needs help shape the Coordinated Plan
goals and strategies.
Trips involving multiple demand-response
systems are too complicated.
Seven public agencies provide demandresponse dial-a-ride service in Ventura
County and each have their own fares,
eligibility requirements, and hours of
operation. Adjustments to these policies
occur on the timeline of each transit
agency. With the additional steps of
verifying eligibility and arranging transfers,
demand-response service is prone to both
longer trip planning and travel times than
an equivalent fixed-route service. For
example, fares for care assistants
accompanying riders differ across
providers. Providers also have different
standards determining who qualifies for
discounted fares. These are among the
multiple nuances in the paratransit
experience that contribute to perceptions
of confusion for new riders as well as
existing riders needing to transfer between
services to get to other parts of Ventura
County.
Some fixed-route stops still remain
difficult to access and unprotected from
the elements.
In some locations currently well-served by
fixed-route transit, accessing the stop is a

difficult experience for older adults and
people with disabilities. Bus stops may lack
complete sidewalk networks for safe and
direct access and/or shelter from the
elements, a problem particular to older
adults taking medications that heighten
sensitivity to sunlight and heat. The
distances people must walk to access a bus
stop can also be difficult for seniors,
particularly those who are living with an
ambulatory disability. If fixed-route transit
is less accessible or desirable to passengers
who are also certified to ride ADA
paratransit, they may regularly opt for
using dial-a-ride service for travel, which is
usually more expensive to operate on a perpassenger basis than fixed-route transit.
There is a lack of on-demand
transportation options for nonemergency medical transportation trips.
There are few non-emergency medical
transportation (NEMT) options for people
traveling to and from Ventura to Thousand
Oaks or from Ventura County to Los
Angeles County, let alone on-demand
options. With limited same-day options,
people must make reservations at least a
day in advance. This can be especially
challenging for seniors and people with
disabilities experiencing severe illnesses
that may require more immediate medical
attention. The lack of on-demand options
also presents challenges for case workers
at healthcare facilities where patients are
often discharged on short notice.
Healthcare facilities have had some success
arranging same-day trips involving vehicles
equipped with gurneys and wheelchair
ramps through public providers, but more
on-demand options and a greater variety in
vehicle types tailored to specialized
transportation needs are still desired across
the county.
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Older and disabled passengers have
limited options for additional assistance
to the front door of their destination.
According to several human service
agencies and non-profits, seniors and
people with disabilities could be better
served with demand-response doorthrough-door or door-to-door service
tailored to their specific needs. While many
demand-response services are offered by
public and private providers in Ventura
County, actions like assisting passengers
are sometimes made at the discretion of
the provider and driver. The challenge of
meeting demand for passenger assistance
is exacerbated by limitations in the supply
of drivers and care workers.
Cross-county and inter-county travel trips
are hard to achieve, especially if outside
of the larger population and transit
centers.
Coverage and access gaps exist for trips
connecting to places outside of Ventura
County’s population centers. Existing local
fixed-route and demand-response service
coverage is generally good across the
county. However, there are areas where
transit propensity is high but are not
well-served by transit, such as the
unincorporated area on the northern edge
of Oxnard, andneighborhoods northwest of
Central Ojai.
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In addition, cross-county or inter-county
trips between Ventura County and
neighboring Los Angeles County and Santa
Barbara County, specifically paratransit
trips, are not always covered. Public transit
options from more populated areas to
outlying cities or unincorporated parts of
the County are limited to a few routes.
Some cross-county gaps (like the lack of a
direct north-south connection between
Moorpark and the Santa Clara valley towns)
are due to topographic limitations, while
others (like a direct trip from Camarillo to
Port Hueneme) are due to jurisdictional
silos. Outside of rail and express buses, few
options exist for travel to and from Los
Angeles County. Available alternatives are
mostly reserved for specific trip types, such
as non-emergency medical transportation
trips, and these can require reservations in
advance.
The distribution of specialized services in
Ventura County is generally concentrated
in highly populated cities such as Ventura,
Oxnard, and Thousand Oaks which are also
relatively well-served in terms of fixedroute transit coverage. Several K-12 schools
in the northern parts of the county as well
as major employment centers near
Thousand Oaks (like Amazon and other
warehouses in the western outskirts) and
Port Hueneme (like NAS Point Mugu),
however, are not well served by fixed-route
transit.

5

Goals, Strategies
& Implementation

This chapter outlines projects, policies, and programs and services that are eligible for
funding through federal funds distributed by VCTC to regional partners, as well as other
funds from state and county agencies. Strategies build from recommendations from the
previous Coordinated Plan and feedback received from public stakeholder outreach and
engagement.

REVISITING THE FY 16/17 COORDINATED
TRANSPORTATION PLAN
The overarching goal for the previous plan
update was to enhance the mobility of the
target populations: individuals with
disabilities, older adults, people with low
incomes, and military populations.
Extensive stakeholder and public feedback
shaped strategies set in the prior plan.
Since 2017, many developments in access
and mobility have transpired in the local,
state, and national landscape. Some of
these have challenged the status quo of
public transportation. Major developments
include:
• Lifting spending restrictions on certain
FTA allocations with the CARES Act
• Additional Section 5310 funds, including
just over $51,000 in apportionments to
the Oxnard Urbanized Area through the
CRRSAA passed in December 2020
• GCTD and CAT provide direct service
between Oxnard and Camarillo
• Creation of the New Wells Road Transfer
Area for Seniors and ADA Paratransit
• GCTD launched its Late Night Safe
Rides microtransit program, a curb-tocurb service operating from 8:00 p.m.
to 11:00 p.m.
• Creation of the grant-funded College
Ride Program that allows college
students to ride transit for free

•

This plan’s goals will continue to focus
on the needs of target communities
while working within the changed
transportation landscape.

STRATEGIES
The prior Coordinated Transportation Plan
listed strategies in a single category and
ranked against one another to establish
prioritization for implementation. The
implementation of some ongoing
strategies may be delayed, postponed, or
cancelled due to the unexpected impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Publicly
available information on strategies with an
‘incomplete’ status is not available and
progress to date remains uncertain at the
time of this writing.
As of 2021, VCTC and project partners have
successfully implemented multiple
strategies from the prior plan, including the
establishment of a 211 One-Call/One-Click
trip planning resource and a travel training
program through Mobility Management
Partners. Figure 19 provides a summary of
strategies from the 2017 plan and the status
or example of implementation actions
taken as of 2021.
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FIGURE 19 2017 COORDINATED TRANSPORTATION PLAN STRATEGIES STATUS SUMMARY
Priority from
Status and/or Example
2017 Planning
of
Implementation
as of 2021
Process
Information Gap
One-Call/One-Click with trip planning
Very High
Complete – 211Ride.org now live
for demand response service, e.g., 211VetLink.org
Links to all transit services on each public
Very High
CAT, Ojai Trolley, VCTC have most links and
operators’ website
GCTD and SVT are mostly complete
Interactive countywide web-based map showing
High
Regional map is complete and live
routes
Capacity building of human service transportation programs to fill gaps
Develop and support public transit and human
Very High
Ongoing
service collaboratives and education
Support continued specialized transportation
Very High
Ongoing
projects: taxi voucher, volunteer driver, etc.
Promote traditional human service transportation,
Medium
Ongoing
vehicle-based projects
Annual mobility summit
Medium
Incomplete
Fixed route schedule coordination and service levels
Travel training and education across all
Very High
MMP Travel Training program received
populations
5310 funding, however, it has been
discontinued due to limited funding. Other
transit agencies offer travel training from
time to time.
Increased transit service levels
High
Many providers reduced service due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, however, Gold Coast
Transit District increased frequency on
core routes and extended service hours as
of July 2021. Valley Express is operating at
pre-pandemic service levels. While VCTC
has reimplemented most of its service,
service levels for some routes remain
limited due to driver shortages.
Schedule Coordination Study
High
Operator coordination included as part of
Transit Integration and Efficiency Study
(TIES)
Countywide Long Range Transit Plan
Medium
Comprehensive Transportation Plan
underway and Short-Range Transit Plan
(SRTP) scheduled for 2022
Schedule coordination standards
Medium
Can be included as part of SRTP
2017 Coordinated Transportation Plan Strategy
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Priority from
2017 Planning
Process
Transit Affordability
Promote existing discounted fare policies for target
Very High
populations
Continue to pursue funding alternatives to
High
maintain/reduce fares
2017 Coordinated Transportation Plan Strategy

Status and/or Example
of Implementation as of 2021
Operators, agencies, and non-profits
promote their own discounted fares.
VCAAA’s ElderHelp Transportation
program received 5310 funding that
provides tickets to transportation services
to people with disabilities and seniors
(60+)
Incomplete

Facilitate/streamline procedures for human service
Medium
agency bulk bus pass purchases
Explore potential for discounted intra-county
Medium
Not currently feasible due to COVID-19
Metrolink trips
revenue reductions
Capital and Infrastructure Investment
Prepare a capital funding plan to improve transit
High
Will be included in SRTP
facilities
Identify substandard bus stops and develop bus
High
City of Oxnard’s 2019-2024 Capital
stop improvement capital plan and implementation
Improvement Program includes bus stop
enhancements and new bus stops at
multiple locations along Route 23.28 City of
Thousand Oaks’ FY21-23 budget allocates
$400,000 for citywide bus shelter
enhancements.29 GCTD has a bus stop
inventory and completed a draft Bus Stop
Improvement Plan as of June 2022.30
Continued accessible vehicle procurement for
High
Ongoing
demand response program
Promote “share the road” policies for bicyclists and
Medium
The SCAG implemented the Go Human
pedestrians and bike-and-bus programs to
campaign with the goal of encouraging
enhance safety, promote bike use
people to walk/bike and reduce traffic
collisions.
Promote street improvement countermeasures to
Medium
Ongoing
improve pedestrian/bike safety

City of Oxnard. Preserving the City’s Assets 2019-2024 City of Oxnard Five Year Capital Improvement Program. 2019. Accessed
via https://www.oxnard.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/CIP.pdf
29
City of Thousand Oaks. Capital Improvement Program Budget FY2021-22 & 2022-2023. Accessed via https://www.toaks.org/
home/showpublisheddocument?id=35892
30
Gold Coast Transit District, Bus Stop Improvement Plan DRAFT, June 2022. Accessed via https://www.gctd.org/wp-content/
uploads/2022/07/DRAFT-Bus-Stop-Improvement-Plan-June-2022.pdf
28
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FIGURE 19 2017 COORDINATED TRANSPORTATION PLAN STRATEGIES STATUS SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
Priority from
Status and/or Example
2017 Planning
of
Implementation
as of 2021
Process
Dial-a-Ride Service Coordination
Interactive web-based map showing service areas
Very High
Incomplete
and connections
Standardized hours and days of service;
Medium
Reviewed as part of TIES
alternatively, documenting where core service
policies differ across transit systems
Inter-County shuttle/demand response nonMedium
Connective service from East County’s
emergency medical transportation (NEMT) service
dial-a-ride to LA County received 5310
to LA County destinations
funding
Improved reliability of demand responsive
Medium
Some agencies transitioned to Ecolane
services—technology projects and additional
scheduling software while others, like
revenue hours
Valley Express, still use TripSpark. This
transition has helped improve service in
some areas, but the strategy is still a work
in progress.
2017 Coordinated Transportation Plan Strategy

PROPOSED COORDINATED
TRANSPORTATION PLAN GOALS
The development of this plan’s
recommendations stem from multiple key
goals, which were informed by stakeholder
engagement throughout the planning
process. Proposed goals of this plan are
shown below:
Goal 1: Enhance mobility of key
communities (e.g., individuals with
disabilities, seniors, people with low
incomes, and veterans)
Goal 2: Improve connections and access
to transit and services
Goal 3: Expand transportation options
Goal 4: Prioritize convenience
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INTRODUCTION TO STRATEGIES
STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
A defined process for the development,
drafting, revision, and prioritization of
strategies helps ensure that the
Coordinated Plan Update is a locally
developed plan as required by Section
5310. This process, shown in Figure 20,
builds directly from community
involvement (including both stakeholders
and public), as well as key gaps and needs
identified by the project team. Additional
details on strategy development and
strategy prioritization processes can be
found in the Appendix.

Goals, Strategies & Implementation

FIGURE 20 STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT AND PRIORITIZATION PROCESS

EXISTING CONDITIONS & STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
Stakeholder & Affinity
Group Meetings

Key Gaps & Needs from
Current Coordinated
Planning Effort

Previous (2016-2017)
Coordinated Plan

DRAFT PROPOSED STRATEGIES
Stakeholder Votes & Comments

Public Votes & Comments

REVISED & PRIORITIZED STRATEGIES

IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE
Stakeholders engaged throughout the
planning process, which includes public
transit agencies, non-profit organizations,
and health and human service agencies,
were asked to provide high-level
assessments pertaining to costeffectiveness, ridership, equity, and
implementation feasibility for each
strategy. A ranking of each strategy’s
composite score based on costeffectiveness, ridership, and equity was
combined with another ranking based on
the total number of votes given by the
general public across multiple pop-up
meetings. The resulting combined ranking
was used to categorize strategies into
“High Priority” and “Medium Priority” tiers.
Several Medium Priority strategies,
including the One-Seat Demand Response
strategy, are more challenging to
implement than others but are expected to
have a greater impact in promoting social

equity. VCTC should consider pushing
forward near-term, actionable steps to
begin the implementation process for these
strategies and any others with
implementation timelines anticipated to
extend beyond the life of this Coordinated
Plan.

High Priority – To begin meeting the

identified gaps and needs, VCTC should
consider prioritizing these basic
investments and programs in
coordination with local and regional
stakeholders. These are strategies which
rose to the top based on enthusiasm and
support from stakeholders and the public.

Medium Priority –The impacts of these

strategies are also consequential, but they
are not the highest priority. Although the
full rollout of these strategies may occur
later in the 5-year timeframe, some
Medium Priority strategies may benefit
from initial steps taken in the short term.
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A summary of Coordinated Plan Strategies,
rank ordered and organized by
prioritization tier, is included below (Figure
21). Should conditions change between the
adoption of this Coordinated Plan and the
next plan update, VCTC may reengage with
stakeholder groups and the appropriate
implementation partners to elevate
Medium Priority strategies, such as the

One-Seat Demand-Response strategy,
which received community support.
Changing conditions can include the
availability of new funding sources;
expansion of staff capacity; the addition of
stakeholder organizations; or the adoption
of plans that include similar
recommendations or strategies.

FIGURE 21 COORDINATED PLAN STRATEGIES RANK ORDERED AND ORGANIZED BY CATEGORY
Priority

Category

Document Accessibility of All Stations and Stops Countywide

High

Infrastructure

Level of
Implementation
Effort
Medium

Continue Standardizing and Regularly Updating User Information
on Existing Countywide Transportation Programs and Services
Continue Procuring Wheelchair-Accessible Vehicles

High

Policies

Medium

High

Infrastructure

Medium

Consolidate All ADA Paratransit Eligible Processes and Rider
Databases
Expand Travel Training

High

Policies

Medium

High

Programs/Services

Medium

Pilot On-Demand Medical Rides

Medium

Programs/Services

Medium

Study Reduced/Free Fare Programs

Medium

Programs/Services

Low

Implement Volunteer Driver Programs

Medium

Programs/Services

Low

One-Seat Demand-Response

Medium

Programs/Services

High

Feeder Services to Existing Regional and Inter-County Transit Hubs Medium

Programs/Services

High

Strategy

WHAT IS A CTSA?
In 1979, the California Social Services Transportation Improvement Act was passed
with the intention that each county establish a Consolidated Transportation Services
Agency (CTSA) to foster coordination among the many programs serving the
transportation needs of underserved populations. CTSAs are charged with
promoting shared resources, minimizing duplicative public transportation services,
and expanding services. CTSAs can also take on the full administrative and
operational consolidation of transportation providers and provide technical
assistance to support individual operators and human service agencies.
VCTC is Ventura County’s designated CTSA and is responsible for coordinating
programs serving the transportation needs of seniors, persons with disabilities, and
other historically transit-dependent populations. VCTC will be a key stakeholder in
the evolution of a CTSA serving Ventura County if it is desired to implement any of
the identified strategies through a CTSA.
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DETAILED PROFILES OF PLAN STRATEGIES
Document Accessibility of All Transit Stops
and Stations Countywide
(High Priority Infrastructure Strategy)
Overview
Accessing and waiting at the bus stop is a
critical step along the transit riders’ journey.
A good bus stop is universally accessible,
within walking distance, and offers
protection from the elements. Someone
walking to a stop should be able to identify
what stops are served and when. These
elements create an experience that is not
only safer for regular fixed-route transit
riders, but also has implications for more
efficient transit operations. If more
paratransit/dial-a-ride riders can safely
access cost-effective fixed-route services,
there will be less strain on local and regional
paratransit/dial-a-ride options.
Transit agencies, educational practitioners,
and committee members identified fixedroute stops that remain difficult to access
and unprotected from the elements as a key
need in Ventura County. Bus stop upgrades
have been an ongoing challenge, as
evidenced by the 2016-17 Coordinated Plan’s
high-priority strategy to “identify
substandard bus stops and develop bus stop
improvement capital plan and
implementation.” Potential solutions appear
siloed. Municipalities have authority over
their streets and sidewalks and each transit
agency has its own bus stop standards.
However, leadership at the county level can
approach this issue holistically and
equitably. VCTC can also reference
numerous guides across the country to
establish standards for the universal design
and efficient placement of bus stops.

Short-Term Implementation Steps
• Build partnerships with representatives
of all municipalities and transit agencies
responsible for bus stop installation and
maintenance to share full existing data on
stop locations and amenities.
• Encourage participation from Caltrans
District 7 representatives and identify
opportunities to elevate Caltrans
Complete Streets policies for bus stops
located along State Routes where
appropriate.
• Develop countywide survey of all transit
facilities and bus stops, including
pedestrian access and other common
standards.
• Create project and priority list using
updated standards based on qualitative
and quantitative standards such as land
uses served, population within walking
distance, current ridership, and
proximity to essential services (e.g.,
government, schools, healthcare,
grocery stores).
Long-Term Implementation Steps
If future dedicated funding streams are
made available to the county, consider a
competitive grant program for transit
agencies to request financing for capital
improvements at high ridership stops.
Potential Challenges
The responsibility for bus shelter and street
furniture maintenance and improvements
within some municipalities may be beholden
to existing contracts. In future solicitations,
cities should prioritize regular maintenance
and rider safety. VCTC is most suitable for
leading the development of this database as
a countywide entity, however, transit
agencies and localities would still need to
participate by providing the full extent of
their existing bus stop data, and reporting
changes to each stop as conditions change.
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IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY
Goals Addressed
Estimated Cost
Ridership Potential
Social Equity Potential
Level of Effort
Responsible Organizations

1, 2, and 4
Low
High
High
Medium
County transportation commission, public transit agencies, municipal
governments, major employers / institutions

Precedent
The Toolkit for the Assessment of Bus Stop
Accessibility and Safety is a national
resource developed by Easter Seals Project
ACTION which includes examples of
guidelines, terminology, and a
comprehensive checklist for assessing each
bus stop. Notably, the toolkit has been
field-tested in cooperation with at least
three California bus transit agencies (AC
Transit, Marin Transit, and SunLine).
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The Orange County Transportation
Authority’s (OCTA) Safe Transit Stops
(Project W) program is dedicated to
funding improvements and adding
amenities at the busiest stops across
Orange County. Municipalities are informed
which stops are eligible (based on whether
a stop is in the top 100 of weekday
ridership) and are asked to submit stopspecific requests, estimates, and designs
for OCTA review and approval. Grants are
funded by the Measure M countywide sales
tax fund.

Goals, Strategies & Implementation

Continue Standardizing and Regularly Updating
Information on Existing Countywide
Transportation Programs and Services
(High Priority Policy Strategy)

•

•

Overview
A key need highlighted from the existing
conditions analysis pertains to the
complexity of taking trips involving multiple
services and locations. Part of this difficulty is
attributed to limited user and broker
awareness of all the available transitsupportive programs and services
throughout Ventura County, as well as the
numerous operators providing transit. A step
towards greater awareness is ensuring all
information related to transportation options
is provided to a single, centralized source.
211 and Mobility Management Partners also
suggested streamlining the process of
gathering and sharing information.
Although 211Ride currently offers online and
phone-based trip planning for Ventura
County users, the organizational focus is on
meeting other critical human service
needs—transportation makes up a relatively
small amount of 211 calls. Additionally, with
multiple providers operating in Ventura
County, it is crucial to establish standards
for when transportation information is
regularly updated.
Short-Term Implementation Steps
• Develop “Countywide Access Mobility
Guide” — a clearinghouse directory of all
specialized and fixed-route providers,
along with existing fare policies and
discount programs. Online versions of
this guide should be prioritized, with
easily identifiable links and messaging
for target populations (including
translated and ADA-compliant content),
and links/integration into the home page
of every transit agency web site and app.

•

•

The guide should be publicized to travel
trainers, social workers, senior centers,
human services, and possibly offer a
printed version.
Require a mobility manager, specialist,
planner, paid intern, or partnering
organization to update the “Access
Mobility Guide” on an annual basis.
The database can also be used to help
identify countywide core service hours
in support of future Transit Integration
and Efficiency Study (TIES)
recommendations and implementation
efforts.
Additional concepts which could
improve the user experience with transit
information (but may require more
coordination and leadership from other
agencies) include real-time location
data of paratransit vehicles and
memoranda of understanding amongst
all transit agencies to commit to crosscompatible scheduling software.

Long-Term Implementation Steps
• Continue working with operators to
streamline and coordinate policies.
• Continue monitoring resource usage
and program awareness through user
surveys.
Potential Challenges
The ongoing rollout of potential solutions
from the TIES may occur on a different
timeline from the Coordinated Plan. And
although printed versions of a guide are
inherently more useful to people with
limited to no technology access, there is a
risk of limited return on investment. Printed
guides cannot be easily updated without a
full replacement copy, which means it could
become outdated the moment that one of
the multiple transit agencies within Ventura
County changes its schedules, fares,
policies, or service offerings.
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IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY
Goals Addressed
Estimated Cost
Ridership Potential
Social Equity Potential
Level of Effort
Responsible Organizations

1 and 4
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
County transportation commission, public transit agencies, municipal
governments, major employers / institutions

Precedent
The Arizona Transportation Resource
Finder is a secure website designed to help
older adults find information on
transportation services. Visitors to the site
are prompted to identify their service area,
the type of transportation service needed,
and their disability status or other
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accessibility needs (if applicable). Search
results produce a list of government,
non-profit, and private transportation
providers and their contact information.
Providers needing to add or update their
information can submit a form on the same
website. 211Ride is similar to this resource,
and they have been successful at keeping
information up to date.
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Continue Procuring
Wheelchair-Accessible Vehicles
(High Priority Infrastructure Strategy)
Overview
This recommendation was designated as a
“high” priority strategy for the 2016-17
Coordinated Plan. Multiple non-profit and
human service agencies also suggested this
strategy during stakeholder engagement.
Specifically, some transit operators shared
concerns that some recently purchased
smaller vehicles were not necessarily
accommodating all mobility devices. Vehicles
funded by Section 5310 must be provided to
seniors and individuals with disabilities
though not every vehicle needs to be
wheelchair accessible. This minimum
requirement does not address universal
design needs or passenger comfort if using
certain mobility devices.
Additional factors must also be considered
when justifying costly vehicle acquisitions.
For organizations receiving public funds or
partnering with VCTC to provide
supplemental transit service, there will need
to be measures in place to ensure applicants
have first attempted to coordinate with an
existing transportation provider that has a
fleet with available WAVs.
Short-Term Implementation Steps
• All agencies identify capital replacement
needs.
• Newly purchased transit vehicle
purchases would, at a minimum, be
compliant with ADA, but steps would be
taken to ensure vehicle purchases are
worthwhile and necessary. Applicants for
new vehicles would need to demonstrate

•

•

due diligence in coordinating and
pooling with other transportation
providers within the county and adjacent
communities.
Applicants may also want to verify the
vehicles can easily fit the range of
mobility devices currently used by riders.
An informal survey of DAR riders on
vehicle options may be necessary.
Operators of all WAVs should be trained
in best practices for securing mobility
devices. This training could be a
condition for vehicle applicants.

Long-Term Implementation Steps
Additional, though optional, considerations
for the next five years include:
• Vehicle seating configurations with the
6-foot social distancing standard
established as a preventative measure
during the COVID-19 pandemic (or
protective guards and multiple separate
airflows within smaller vehicles)
• Supportive infrastructure and policy for
zero-emission vehicles (such as
charging stations and implementation
plans) to work towards compliance with
the 2040 Innovative Clean Transit (ICT)
requirement of all agencies set by the
California Air Resources Board (CARB)
Potential Challenges
Several agencies might explore jointly
purchasing multiple vehicles to save time,
resources, and funding. Joint purchases
should follow the latest ICT guidance. Small
transit agencies in California, which are
expected to submit a rollout plan for
zero-emission fleets may also wish to
consult the summary of large transit agency
rollout plans provided by CALSTART.
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Consolidate All ADA Paratransit Eligibility
Policies and Rider Databases
(High Priority Policy Strategy)
Overview
VCTC contracts with the non-profit agency
Mobility Management Partners (MMP) to
facilitate the ADA certification process. All
operators utilize a paper application process
where the applicant does not have to
participate in an on-site personal evaluation
but instead, relies on a medical professional
to document the disability and the
applicant’s ability to ride transit. ADA
certification results are updated and
maintained in a centralized database
managed by MMP. Designated personnel
from each transit agency can access ADA
eligibility information from this database,
however, transit agencies have come to rely
on MMP-generated rider profiles that are
shared via email. Although this process has
been effective in reducing communication
gaps between MMP and local operators,
more can be done to streamline information
exchange between databases and
scheduling platforms.
Discrepancies between the county’s multiple
dial-a-ride systems include:
• Riders navigating a variety of policies
(e.g., different age thresholds to be
eligible for senior discounts, ADA
qualifiers, transfer policies) for both DAR
and fixed-route service across multiple
transit systems within the County,
• Riders, particularly those traveling across
systems, having to coordinate with
multiple agencies to have their ADA
certification shared across operators
(rider profiles are only shared with the
rider’s home-based operator),
• Riders booking through individual
providers instead of a countywide system,
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•

•

Separate databases of certified riders due
to the use of three scheduling systems
(Trapeze, Ecolane, Roadsoft) across all
DAR providers,
Different eligibility requirements for DAR
(e.g., age thresholds and ADA qualifiers)

Reconciling these discrepancies can help
reduce rider confusion while improving
overall customer satisfaction.
Implementation may depend on VCTC’s
leadership and/or a mobility manager
operating at the county level.
This strategy aims to address a key issue
raised by multiple stakeholders, which is that
trips involving multiple demand-response
systems are too complicated. Several health
and human service agencies, including the
ARC, 211, Area Agency on Aging, and MMP
also suggested streamlining eligibility
policies and rider databases.
Short-Term Implementation Steps
• Promote the existing ADA certification
process across all agencies and
communities serving the county. Establish
common terms and definitions to simplify
ADA paratransit service for riders.
• Encourage the use of the MMP database
for confirming rider eligibility status by
conducting outreach and provide
training to designated personnel from
local transit agencies
• Share database access – along with a
recurring deadline for the rider database
to be updated – to all providers.
• Work with operators to streamline and
coordinate policies as necessary. Identify
timelines and opportunities for joint
procurement processes between transit
agencies.
• If agencies continue having different fare
policies, use the database to regularly
remind certified riders of current fares
depending on the trip and/or provider.
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Long-Term Implementation Steps
• Consider increasing the frequency of
routine check-ins (currently every three
years) to see if rider’s disability or
mobility device has changed and update
the database accordingly.
• Study options for rolling out uniform
countywide fare media to all eligible
riders. If all paratransit riders use the
same fare media (VCbuspass), data
could be harnessed to understand
where paratransit and travel training
needs exist throughout the county.
• Integrate MMP database with local
operator databases and scheduling
platforms to streamline database
updates
• Identify opportunities to standardize
rider policies across systems, including
age thresholds, discount program

•

eligibility, and user-specific passes
Consider coordinating with all agencies
for other unified rider policies, such as
reservations, late cancellations, noshows, and suspensions.

Potential Challenges
The ongoing rollout of potential solutions
from the TIES may occur on a different
timeline from the Coordinated Plan.
Additionally, current DAR riders who are not
ADA certified (e.g., older adults) will need
access to other transit options if they are left
out from the streamlining of future ADA
paratransit policies.

IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY
Goals Addressed
Estimated Cost
Ridership Potential
Social Equity Potential
Level of Effort
Responsible Organizations

2 and 4
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
County transportation commission and public transit agencies

Precedent
Public transportation services in the
Phoenix metropolitan region are operated
through a combination of regional and
local services. This structure reflects local
taxing history, where following approval of
a regional transportation and transit tax,
several municipalities passed local taxes. A
regional tax ultimately passed, which led to
Valley Metro, a regional transportation
service provider. Recognizing the
opportunities to address fragmented
service delivery and a confusing system,

the region agreed on common elements of
service delivery, including delivery of ADA
paratransit services. Valley Metro
evaluated, designed, and then
implemented regionally consistent policies
and used joint technical committees to
support interagency coordination on
regional issues that covered capital
investments, funding, marketing, and
service planning. Valley Metro eventually
adopted regional service standards and
integrated fare systems to promote
consistency across the system and to
improve the customer experience.
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Expand Travel Training
(High Priority Program and Service Strategy)
Overview
Travel training programs are designed to
teach older adults, people with disabilities,
caregivers, youth, veterans, and/or lowincome populations to travel safely and
independently on the range of transit
services available within a given area.
Training may include information on
communicating with drivers, how to use
relevant mobile apps and websites, and an
overview of eligibility requirements for
different services. Some guided trainings –
which can occur over the course of a transit
ride – can help dispel misconceptions and
concerns about public transportation
services and build confidence in using the
system in the future.
The recommendation to expand travel
training builds off the 2016-2017 Coordinated
Plan’s recommendation for “travel training
and education across all populations,” which
was deemed a “Very High” priority. Although
the 5310-supported travel training program
has since been discontinued, many people
who live, work, and visit Ventura County
continue to lack a full understanding of all
their transportation options. Expanding
travel training was also suggested by
multiple stakeholders, including 211,
Thousand Oaks Transit, Gold Coast Transit
District, and Mobility Management Partners.
There was an added emphasis on ensuring
travel trainings reach typically
underrepresented demographics, such as
non-English speakers. Although travel
training at the countywide scale has
occurred in the past and was suspended, it
was a crucial opportunity for people
transitioning out of car use.
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Short-Term Implementation Steps
• A standardized module for organizations
and agencies to register training sessions
and report attendee demographics back
to VCTC will be important for
performance measurements.
• Travel training should be expanded to
focus on youth, families, and caregivers,
especially those with or tending to
individuals with special needs, and
people who speak languages other than
English and trainers of similar
demographics must also be recruited.
This would maximize the potential social
equity of this strategy.
• Training may also include assistance with
utilizing the VCbuspass system, but it will
also be important to focus on the needs
and media preferences of people who
lack access to smartphones and highspeed internet.
• Additional human services and adult
education programs could host and
provide training sessions and use these
sessions to distribute free passes to
students who currently lack access.
Long-Term Implementation Steps
• Develop a “train the trainer” curriculum
in coordination with existing transit
ambassadors to extend the work of
travel trainers to other mobile sites.
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Potential Challenges
It may be difficult to develop meaningful
metrics to measure the impact of how travel
training directly translates into increased
fixed-route ridership. Further metrics and
research may need to be studied to
effectively develop such performance
measures. There may also be limitations to

the extent that education is accepted and
accessible to target audiences. For example,
some older adults may not want to learn
technology and they may not be able to
afford the necessary hardware. Also, some
people may not have positive associations
with transit.

IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY
Goals Addressed
Estimated Cost
Ridership Potential
Social Equity Potential
Level of Effort
Responsible Organizations

1 and 2
Low
High
High
Medium
County transportation commission, consolidated transportation
services agency, public transit services, human service agencies

Precedent

•

Nationwide research on effective mobility
management and travel training programs
is documented in the TCRP Report 168 –
Travel Training for Older Adults.

•

Based in Boulder County, Colorado, the
Mobility for All program has developed a
variety of approaches to getting people
educated and comfortable with the
multiple available transit options, including:

•

Family game nights using transit
infographics in the style of popular
Lotería, hosted by businesses in
predominantly Spanish-speaking
communities
Specialized education on accessing and
using mobile apps related to
transportation
Programs specifically for empowering
volunteer ambassadors (e.g., “train the
trainer”)
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Pilot On-Demand Medical Rides Program
(Medium Priority Program and Service Strategy)
Overview
Medical appointments are a significant
destination for many transit riders with
special needs. As activity across the country
slowed during the early months of the
COVID-19 pandemic, there were still people
who needed to ride transit outside of the
house not for work, rather for essential
time-sensitive purposes, such as kidney
dialysis. Not every specialty care is within a
short trip for people living throughout
Ventura County. Many outpatient clinics are
located within the Gold Coast Transit District
service area, and some patients may need to
go to Los Angeles County. In Ventura County
today, dedicated transportation with physical
assistance to such sites require advanced
reservations, which prevents many
individuals from accepting appointments
that come up on short notice.
A pilot medical rides program would be a
step towards meeting multiple needs,
including the lack of on-demand
transportation options for non-emergency
medical transportation trips and the limited
options older adults have for additional
assistance to the front door of their
destination. The strategy was also suggested
in meetings with Area Agency on Aging,
along with groups centered around
caregivers, human services, and veterans. In
pop-up meetings with community members,
the possibility of on-demand medical rides
stood out as a unique opportunity that would
improve the potential conveniences of aging
in place. For many, an on-demand medical
pilot was more popular than several highpriority strategies.
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Short-Term Implementation Steps
• Confirm partners behind such a pilot
program and necessary funding needs.
The Area Agency on Aging (AAA) would
be a potential provider for mass taxi/
gurney transportation services for their
senior and disability population, but
there is a shortage of funding to do so.
Long-Term Implementation Steps
• An eligibility group (e.g., older adults,
people with disabilities) would be
established, with single trip tickets/
vouchers given to patients upon
discharge. These vouchers/tickets could
also utilize the VCbuspass system.
• Tickets/vouchers would then be
accepted by taxi and other demandresponse providers. Voucher
transportation could also be provided
electronically through rides brokered by
healthcare providers through a
partnership transportation network
company (TNC).
• In addition to inquiring about
transportation needs, healthcare
providers should also learn about digital
literacy and home internet connections
for individual patients. If possible, online
telehealth appointments can continue
be suggested for certain medical
appointments and needs, and it will also
help reduce the expenses and time
spent on travel.
Potential Challenges
This strategy may be affected by ongoing
driver labor supply challenges. The cost
implications may also be affected by the
need for specialized vehicles and staff.
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IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY
Goals Addressed
Estimated Cost
Ridership Potential
Social Equity Potential
Level of Effort
Responsible Organizations

1, 2, 3, and 4
High
Low
High
Medium
County transportation commission, consolidated transportation
services agency, public transit agencies, human service agencies, and
major employers / institutions

Precedent
In recent years, TNCs have begun providing
an alternative to the traditional nonemergency medical transportation (NEMT)
offered by taxis and ambulance services
under contract. Both Lyft and Uber, for
example, now offer on-demand medical
transportation services. On Lyft’s website,
the company operates under the premise
of improving access to healthcare: “Reduce
no-shows and provide more patients with
care by offering them roundtrip rides —
eliminating transportation barriers.” One of
the earliest pilot partnerships was between
the Denver Health Foundation and Lyft in
2016. Through this program, which
continues today, Denver area hospital
employees may order Lyft rides for patients
needing transportation from their home, as
well as immediately upon their discharge.
According to a profile by the American
Hospital Association, this program “is a
great benefit to patients for whom English
is a second language. Navigating public
transportation for these patients can be
especially challenging and getting a ride
from the clinic to their homes removes that
stress.”

In 2017, residents of rural communities in
and around Blythe, California began riding
a new bus route to Coachella Valley
medical facilities over 100 miles away. This
lifeline connection began as a pilot funded
through the FTA’s Rides to Wellness
demonstration grant program. In addition
to a local funding match, there was in-kind
support for a mobility manager position
from the local transit agency and hospital.
During the 18-month pilot, the Blythe
Wellness Express (BWE) was reported to
be the only way for many participants —
including those with health insurance — to
access healthcare. Of the pilot participants
with available health statuses, 45%
reported an improvement in their personal
health. The Riverside County Executive
Office Air Quality program was able to
provide bridge funding to carry the
program beyond its initial pilot stage.
Today, the Riverside County Transportation
Commission (RCTC) continues to fund the
BWE, which offers service to the general
public three days per week.
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Study Reduced / Free Fare Programs
(Medium Priority Policy Strategy)
Overview
Like many coastal California areas, Ventura
County is facing an ongoing challenge
related to rising housing costs and increasing
costs of living. During the COVID-19
pandemic, fare collection across many transit
providers was suspended. Although travel
demand was understandably diminished, the
free fares were a benefit for many riders who
have always continued to depend on transit
for meeting their essential needs, such as
employment and medical appointments.
Paid fares support transit operations, but as a
public service, transit does not exclusively
depend on the farebox for balancing its
budget. There may be opportunities, during
this time of continued income inequality and
returning traffic congestion, to understand
the options for making reduced or free fare
payments a permanent fixture throughout
Ventura County.
The recommendation to study reduced or
free fare programs builds off the 2017
Coordinated Plan’s recommendation to
“Continue to pursue funding alternatives to
maintain/reduce fares” which was deemed a
“High” priority. Multiple stakeholders,
including Thousand Oaks Transit and
attendees of the veterans affinity group
meeting, also suggested the idea of studying
reduced and free fares. Caregivers noted
that “some seniors we serve have a hard time
even paying the $3 each way fare.” However,
there was relatively less enthusiasm for this
strategy when shared with the general
public, as it did not score in the top half of
strategies.
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Short-Term Implementation Steps
• Document and confirm all existing
discounted/free fare policies across all
agencies serving Ventura County.
• Promote existing discounted fare policies
to target populations.
• Coordinate with social service agencies
serving eligible populations to provide
free/reduced fare media products for
both fixed-route and demand-response
services.
Long-Term Implementation Steps
• Working with local transit agencies,
study the possibility of free local service.
• When any new fare policies are enacted,
continue monitoring performance of
transit, with a focus on ridership, but
also dwell time at stops and overall
travel time.
Potential Challenges
Free transit carries the potential for more
regular riders. With bus transit operations
and frequency already strained by current
limitations in the supply of drivers, some
vehicles may become overcrowded to the
detriment of the overall transit rider
experience. Rolling out a reduced or free
fare policy only for qualifying individuals
would also incur additional costs, such as
administrative processing and fraud
protection. Furthermore, piloting free transit
for a limited amount of time may deter
ridership over the long run, leading to rider
disappointment and mistrust. Therefore, it is
important to secure a reliable and consistent
source of funding to offset lost revenue.
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IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY
Goals Addressed
Estimated Cost
Ridership Potential
Social Equity Potential
Level of Effort
Responsible Organizations

1 and 4
Medium
High
High
Low
County transportation commission and public transit agencies

Precedent
In January 2020, the University of
California released a study on existing free
or reduced transit fare programs in the
state. Recommendations for future
programs included simplified eligibility
requirements
In LA County, LA Metro and other agencies
participate in the LIFE (or Low-Income Fare
is Easy) fare discount program, which
reduces the cost of public transportation

for individuals with low incomes. For
participating agencies, the program
provides discounts to riders purchasing
monthly and weekly passes, or 20 free
rides. To apply, individuals can self-certify
that they meet income requirements
(ranging from $41,400 or less for a oneperson household to $68,600 or less for a
six-person household). Applications can be
submitted online, by mail, or by dropping
off in-person at select locations.
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Implement Volunteer Driver Programs
(Medium Priority Program and Service Strategy)
Overview
Volunteer driver programs connect riders to
a network of volunteers that provide oneway, round-trip, and multi-stop rides. The
cost of participation in these programs can
be provided free of charge, on a donation
basis, through membership dues, or at a
minimal cost. VCTC — or a partnering
non-profit organization — may also seek to
assist sponsoring mileage reimbursements
for volunteer drivers.
Volunteer drivers typically use their own
vehicle, but insurance is provided by the
program sponsor. Some volunteer driver
programs may also have an escort
component where volunteers accompany
riders with mobility devices on paratransit
services, when they are unable to travel in a
private vehicle.
As pandemic recovery continues, an option
like volunteer driving may be more palatable
to previously cautious riders. Additionally,
volunteer driver programs can provide a
needed transportation alternative to existing
options in Ventura County.
In the 2016-2017 Coordinated Plan, the
recommendation to “Support continued
specialized transportation projects: taxi
voucher, volunteer driver, etc.” was listed as a
very high priority. The current Coordinated
Plan notes that “cross-county and intercounty travel trips are hard to achieve,
especially if outside of the larger population
and transit centers,” and volunteer drivers
may help fill this observed need. The idea of
implementing volunteer drivers/carpoolers
programs was also suggested in meetings
with The Arc and individuals working at the
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Naval Base. Finally, this recommendation was
supported by members of the public —
particularly at the Simi Valley Senior Center.
There, individuals expressed a need for more
flexibility to reach destinations beyond the
timing and scheduling limitations of current
services.
Short-Term Implementation Steps
• Speak with representatives of California
county transportation commissions
about their experiences and suggestions
in programming and establishing a
volunteer driver reimbursement
program.
• Identify key personnel tasked with the
establishment and functioning of a
volunteer driver program.
• Engage with MMP to understand lessons
learned and identify strategies to create
a sustainable program from their
experiences operating a Volunteer Driver
Program supported by Section 5310
funding.
Long-Term Implementation Steps
• Identify partnering agencies to assist in
recruiting volunteer drivers for a pilot
program. Identify existing staff to help
provide initial rides or to fill gaps when
volunteers are unavailable.
• Establishing an appropriate driver
screening process, along with an
effective training and orientation
system.
• Secure insurance for volunteer drivers.
• Set up an online platform to facilitate.
Market the program, targeting special
needs groups along with communities
underserved by the existing transit
network.
Potential Challenges
It is essential that volunteer drivers follow all
necessary procedures to safely transport
riders (especially older adults and/or
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individuals with disabilities). Volunteer
participation may be affected by fluctuating
costs for gas and repairs. Because a
previous iteration of a driver reimbursement
program stopped after running out of 5310
funding, a sustained and reliable funding
source will be an important factor in
restarting any future Ventura County

program. administrative processing and
fraud protection. Furthermore, piloting free
transit for a limited amount of time may
deter ridership over the long run, leading to
rider disappointment and mistrust.
Therefore, it is important to secure a reliable
and consistent source of funding to offset
lost revenue.

IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY
Goals Addressed
Estimated Cost
Ridership Potential
Social Equity Potential
Level of Effort
Responsible Organizations

1 and 3
High
Low
Medium
Medium
County transportation commission, consolidated transportation
services agency, human service agencies, and public transit agencies

Precedent
TREP (Transportation Reimbursement
Escort Program) is a self-directed, mileage
reimbursement transportation service that
complements public transportation in San
Bernardino County. Volunteers such as
friends and neighbors transport transitdependent older adults, people with
disabilities, and others to access medical
and other services where no transit service
exists. Participants receive funds to
reimburse the driver. If qualified,
participants must identify someone who is
willing to be their driver. Participants keep
track of their trips and miles and report
them at the end of the month. Participants
can then relay the reimbursement to their

driver. Qualifying participants are unable to
drive, unable to use other forms of
transportations (such as buses), live in San
Bernadino County’s rural, mountain, or
desert communities, and are not
simultaneously using the complementary
ADA paratransit service.
The Washington State Agency Council on
Coordinated Transportation published the
Volunteer Drivers Guide: A Guide to Best
Practices (2013), which provides a
framework for volunteer driver programs.
MassMobility also compiles sample
materials and practice briefs sharing
lessons and best practices from volunteer
driver programs in Massachusetts.
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One-Seat (and/or On-Demand) Option
for Cross-Jurisdictional Trips
(Medium Priority Program and Service Strategy)
Overview
A byproduct of nine different bus systems
across the county is that fixed-route and
demand-response trips involving multiple
agencies are too complicated. This important
gap means that a hypothetical trip from Ojai
to Thousand Oaks (which a stakeholder
raised as a real possibility based on their
personal experience) can take a significant
amount of time. Intercity trips can also be
expensive, especially when compared to trips
involving fixed-route service—in some cases,
passengers may pay up to $6.00 a trip per
provider (or $12.00 one-way if using two
providers) plus any additional fees incurred
from transferring to LA ACCESS or other
services. Additional desired transit
connections have surfaced from parallel
planning efforts. For example, the most
frequent comment received during the
public participation process of 2022-2023
Unmet Transit Needs Study highlighted the
“repeat demand expressed for several years
regarding connectivity between the cities of
Fillmore and Moorpark.” The suggestion of
expanded on-demand cross-jurisdictional
services addressing this gap was raised in
multiple Coordinated Plan meetings,
including those with CTAC/SSTAC and the
caregivers affinity group.
Offering one-seat rides across service areas
is the most important attribute of this
strategy. A second but beneficial attribute to
consider would be same-day (or ondemand) demand-response transit, which
offers users of traditional paratransit and
other services the opportunity to have trip
and booking flexibility. Such a service can
also help meet same-day travel needs as they
arise, such as unexpectedly late or early work
shifts, responding to family emergencies,
and last-minute openings of appointments.
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These trips are particularly important for
people who do not have access to a personal
vehicle. On-demand services offer a sense of
autonomy and independence for customers
but can also aid in lowering per/trip costs for
the transit provider. Depending on how the
program is defined, there is potential for this
service to go to locations beyond minimum
ADA paratransit service areas.
Short-Term Implementation Steps
• Consider engaging transportation
network companies (TNCs) and local taxi
companies to offer a pilot program, with
the agency subsidizing trips for
customers and/or serving as the
centralized broker for such trips. In most
cases, wheelchair accessible vehicles are
not available through TNCs, and
agencies have contracted with taxi
companies to provide accessible service.
• An alternative option is to contract
transit operators or a consolidated
transportation services agency (CTSA)
to provide the service. The administration
and operation costs of such a service
would have to be supported by
additional funds, so an agency does not
compromise any of their existing
operations.
Long-Term Implementation Steps
• Continue to monitor operating costs per
ride and other performance and usage
metrics, especially when compared to
the equivalent measurements for
existing services like ADA paratransit.
Potential Challenges
Unless the one-seat option is implemented
as an on-demand service, it will likely be
operated initially by a public transit
operator. Ongoing driver labor supply
challenges may impact the feasibility of
implementing this strategy. Additionally,
the potential reduction in per-trip costs
would need to be weighed against the
increased costs of induced demand,
especially for same-day service. Other
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challenges include that, depending on the
area (particularly in more rural areas), the
availability of taxis and fully accessible
vehicles (via taxi or TNC) may be more
limited in general. Throughout the state,
there has been a history of strained
relationships between some transit
agencies and third-party operators and/or
brokerages. These tensions can result from
reduced overall transit ridership or a lack of

regular communication, which can impact
the efficacy and breadth of programs
intended to serve an entire region. When
implementing this strategy, agencies and
partnering providers must also be mindful
of service equivalencies for passengers
with disabilities.

IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY
Goals Addressed
Estimated Cost
Ridership Potential
Social Equity Potential
Level of Effort
Responsible Organizations

1, 2, 3, and 4
High
Low
High
High
County transportation commission, consolidated transportation
services agency, public transit agencies, and human service agencies

Precedent
In San Diego County, a program for general
purpose trips is managed by Facilitating
Access to Coordinated Transportation
(FACT), a nonprofit serving as the area’s
respective consolidated transportation
services agency (CTSA). The program,
RideFACT, serves people 60 years and
older, as well as persons with disabilities
throughout all 18 cities and many nonurban
areas of San Diego County. When the
program began in 2012, RideFACT helped
establish FACT’s countywide
transportation brokerage. Brokerage
members consist of private companies and
nonprofits who offer transportation
services. Members offer competitive rates
as the brokerage operates on the lowest
cost basis. Since then, FACT has expanded
services to include a comprehensive
referral database of transportation services
operated by public transportation
agencies, social service agencies, faithbased organizations, and specialized
transportation services in San Diego
County. Other services include special

event transportation and vehicle sharing
programs (which are also handled through
the brokerage).
Connexion Plus, the complementary
paratransit system provided by the
Jacksonville Transit Authority (JTA), was
established to offer premium paratransit
services for JTA’s current Connexion
customers. Connexion Plus allows
customers to reserve and experience
private, same-day, door-to-door paratransit
services in Duval County, Florida. JTA
partnered with UZURV to offer the
Connexion Plus services. UZURV is an
adaptive transportation network company
that offers on-demand paratransit services
and assisted mobility. Customers can call
JTA customer service to request a ride a
minimum of 2 hours in advance of the
requested pick-up time. Fares are collected
by credit card only, and the service costs
$6.00 for the primary passenger within a
15-mile range, with $2.00 for additional 15
miles. Friends and family may ride with the
passenger for a $4.00 fare; with free fares
for Personal Care Attendants (PCAs).
VCTC Coordinated Plan
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Feeder Services to Existing Regional and
Inter-County Transit Hubs (Medium Priority
Program and Service Strategy)
Overview
For some people who live or work in Ventura
County, there is interest accessing longerdistance or commuter transit (such as
Metrolink or VCTC Intercity services), but
gaps remain between the locations where
such services stop and the final origin/
destination points for many potential riders.
Additionally, with projected population
growth in Fillmore and Santa Paula, which
are not well served by rail, and Moorpark
expected to outpace central cities like
Ventura, there will be a growing need to
alleviate pressures on the countywide
transportation system through a
comprehensive multimodal approach. By
connecting outlying areas to the highfrequency/high-capacity trunk routes of the
core transit network, a feeder service carries
the potential for additional people to ride
without depending on a personal vehicle or
an expensive taxi/TNC trip to access the
transit network. Feeder services can be
demand-response or fixed-route, but their
intent is to help improve the coverage of the
overall network.
This strategy may help overcome barriers
related to cross-county and inter-county
trips, which was identified as a key
Coordinated Plan need. It was also
suggested in meetings with representatives
of the Naval Base and educational
institutions (CSU-Channel Islands and
Ventura Adult and Continuing Education).
After local transit service is restored by
agencies to pre-pandemic levels, agencies
may consider connections between outlying
locations (e.g., Port Hueneme, Point Mugu,
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and CSU-Channel Islands) and transit centers
providing connecting services to Los
Angeles and Santa Barbara Counties.
Although many cross-county and intercountry transit rides may be a relatively small
portion of current trips from the perspective
of local transit agencies, there is potential for
adding new riders through feeder services
and the strategy overlaps with the VCTC
mission to improve countywide connectivity.
Short-Term Implementation Steps
• Stakeholders who voiced concerns in the
Coordinated Plan providers and
stakeholders survey that “information on
local transit services is not always
available or easy to understand” should
be consulted for suggestions on where
service needs to go.
• As an alternative to an entirely new
service, it may be worth exploring more
transfer opportunities akin to the transfer
between local fixed-routes, ADA
paratransit/Dial-a-Ride (DAR) services,
express bus routes, and commuter rail at
Camarillo. At that location, there are also
opportunities for transferring between
regional DAR service (CONNECT) and
local DAR transit in Camarillo. Regardless
of mode, coordinated transfers at transit
centers — achieved through adjustments
in scheduling and fare cross-honoring —
are worth exploring for the purpose of
reducing barriers to inter-county and
cross-county transit travel.
• Identify potential funding sources,
particularly from significant employers
and developments.
Long-Term Implementation Steps
• A specialized pilot for ADA eligible
patrons to take a specific number of
round trips per month could be
incorporated into a feeder service to
transfer points.
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•

Trip pairs and corridors which continue
to remain unserved may be proposed as
part of a package of future multimodal
transportation projects that would
originate through an expansion of
funding.

Potential Challenges
This strategy may be affected by ongoing
driver labor supply challenges. In addition,
transferring between transit routes may be
a challenging experience for older adults
with limited stamina, even at a staffed
station with restrooms.
Some transit routes connecting outlying
locations, such as VCTC Intercity routes 97
and 99, are partially funded by serviced
employers like CSUCI. These funding
entities, already dependent on parking

revenues and other streams which were
unexpectedly limited during the pandemic,
may be strained or hesitant to program any
additional routes.
Past pilot connections, such as Metrolink to
Thousand Oaks, have also been introduced
with limited success. Deliberate
involvement from current transit riders
— paired with marketing to potential riders
— are important for keeping such a service
sustainable into the future.
Additional effort must also be made to
interline services. The feeder route and
driver shift schedules may need to revolve
around arrival and departure times of the
main connecting service. Otherwise, the
amount of time riders spend waiting for a
transfer may be unacceptably long.

IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY
Goals Addressed
Estimated Cost
Ridership Potential
Social Equity Potential
Level of Effort
Responsible Organizations

1, 2, and 3
High
High
Medium
High
County transportation commission, consolidated transportation
services agency, and public transit agencies

Precedent
The Central Transportation Planning Staff
(CTPS) for the Boston region has a
guidebook on best practices for the
operations of a successful community
shuttle program. Beyond examples of
shuttle programming through
Transportation Management Associations
(TMAs), the guidebook also features critical
questions to ask and stakeholders to
involve throughout the entire process.
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6 Conclusion
The Coordinated Plan is a reference for public, private, and non-profit
transportation and human service organizations seeking an understanding of the
transportation options for people with special needs throughout Ventura County. It
also serves as a guide for government decision-makers and community leaders to
enact strategic policies, programs, and infrastructure improvements that help meet
the mobility needs of older adults, people with disabilities, people with low incomes,
veterans, and youth. It is now the responsibility of the State, Ventura County, local
communities, and other partners to implement the strategies set by this plan.

NEXT STEPS
In the past few years, Ventura County
has experienced many of the same
difficulties also facing the United States,
including increased cost of living31 and
risks associated with climate change.
Along with the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic that are still felt today, these
challenges call greater attention to the
longstanding disparities in access to
affordable healthcare, economic and
educational opportunities, and social
services. The key population groups that
are the focus of this Coordinated Plan
may continue to be at risk of isolation,
poverty, and other obstacles to living a
long and dignified life.
Ventura County Transportation
Commission can rise to the challenge of
addressing these disparities by
implementing the Coordinated Plan
strategies. Additional steps can be taken
in the near term by VCTC and its
implementation partners to ensure
implemented policies, programs and
services, and infrastructure
improvements directly respond to
community-identified needs and gaps.

EXPAND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
The ongoing risk of contracting
COVID-19 limited the availability for
in-person engagement and the key
populations that are the focus of the
Coordinated Plan (particularly people
with disabilities and people with low
incomes) may not have had access to
online resources. Between the adoption
of this Coordinated Plan and its
subsequent update, VCTC and its
implementation partners should
continue outreach and engagement
efforts to communities that were
isolated during the pandemic as well as
communities that are historically
excluded from the planning process,
such as individuals who are unsheltered
or are primarily Spanish-speaking. This
may involve deepening existing or
establishing new relationships with
community-based organizations, such
as the Westminster Free Clinic, and
community leaders who are seen as
trusted partners of the community to
build inroads within hard-to-reach
communities. This may also involve
formalizing requirements to provide
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translated materials and interpretation
services for all public outreach and
engagement efforts so that non-English
speaking households can participate in
local and regional decision-making
processes.
COORDINATE WITH TIES
In addition to the Coordinated Plan
Update, VCTC has been leading an
exploratory effort to identify potential
efficiencies in the delivery of local and
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regional bus transit throughout Ventura
County. The Transit Integration and
Efficiency Study (TIES) will include
specific recommendations that may
impact the implementation of priorities
in the near-term. With the TIES planning
process still underway, VCTC should
ensure the high priority strategies of this
Coordinated Plan align with
recommendations in the TIES.

APPENDIX A
Directory of Transportation Providers
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Directory of Transportation Providers
Population Served

Organization

Gold Coast Veterans Foundation

Contact Info

General
public

4001 Mission Oaks Blvd,
Ste. D.
Camarillo, CA 93012

Other Transportation Programs

People
People in
People with
chronic
Seniors recovery
People with
Low-income Youth (17 or
development
Veterans
medical needs
from
(65 or
physical
people
younger)
or cognitive
older) substance (e.g., kidney
disabilities
disabilities
dialysis)
abuse
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Interface Children & Family Services

805-616-2912
805-524-1500
4001 Mission Oaks Blvd,
Ste. I
Camarillo, CA 93012

X

X

X

X

X

X

City of Moorpark

805-485-6114
799 Moorpark Ave
Moorpark, CA 93021

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Unhoused / Minority Tribal
unsheltered groups nations

Other
(please
specify)

Area(s) Served

Organization
Type

250 Central Ave
Fillmore, CA 93015

X

X

* Entire county
* In some cases,
other counties
served as well.

* Nonprofit
transportation
provider

X

X

X

X

* Fillmore

* City
Government/Loc
al Government

VCTC - Public
Transportation
Services

X

X

X

X

X

* Entire county

* Nonprofit
human services
agency

Lyft - Schedule
and fund Lyft
rides in specific
circumstances

X

X

X

* Moorpark

* Local
* Fixed-route service
Government
* Demand-response
Agency providing service
public transit

City of Thousand
Oaks - Contract
with Thousand
Oaks for public
transit services

X

X

X

X

X

* Unincorporated
Ventura County
urban areas
* Ojai
* Meiners Oaks
* Mira Monte

* Public transit
agency
* Nonprofit
transportation
provider

X

X

X

X

X

X

* Ojai
* Oxnard
* Santa Paula
* Ventura

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

* Entire county

* Nonprofit
human services
agency
* Healthcare
provider
* Nonprofit
human services
agency

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

* Camarillo

* Education

X

X

X

X

X

X

* Entire county

* Fire Safe
Council

X

805-517-6200
Ojai Trolley Service

408 S. Signal St
Ojai, CA 93023

X

805-646-8851

Jewish Family Service

740 E Main St
Ventura, CA 93001

X

805-641-6565
Food Share of Ventura County

4156 Southbank Rd
Oxnard, CA 93036

X

X

CSU Channel Islands

805-983-7100
One University Dr
Camarillo, CA 93012

X

X

X

X

Ventura Regional Fire Safe Council

805-415-0020
3451 Foothill Rd, Ste. 207
Ventura, CA 93003

X

X

X

X

City of Ventura

805-746-7365
501 Poli St
Ventura, CA 93001

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

* Ventura

* City
* Nonprofit
human services
agency
* Local
Government Municipality

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

* Oxnard

* City
government

X

X

550 N Ventura Ave
Ventura, CA 93001
805-654-7740
805-648-3035
805-658-4726
City of Oxnard

Ventura County Pregnancy Center

305 W Third St
Oxnard, CA 93030
805-200-5283
1732 Palma Dr #103
Ventura, CA 93003

X

805-644-3307

Ventura County Probation Agency

800 South Victoria Ave
Ventura, CA 93009
805-204-5901

Caregivers, Volunteers Assisting the Elder 1765 Goodyear Ave, Ste.
205
Ventura, CA 93003

X

X

Transportation
Services
Coordinated /
Contracted

X

805-482-6550

City of Fillmore

Transportation
Services Directly
Provided

X

X

X

X

X

* Pregnant * Entire county
women
* Parents
with
toddlers

* Nonprofit
human services
agency
* Faith-based
organization

* Clients * Entire county
under
probation
supervisio
n

* Ventura
County
Probation
Agency

X

805-658-8530

Page 1 of 3

* Entire county

* Nonprofit
human services
agency

Provide
transit
tickets /
passes to
clientele

Broker
Broker
Provide Taxi transportation transportation
services by
vouchers to services by
professional
volunteer
clientele
drivers
drivers

Provide Provide Provide
travel
trip
Lyft or
planning training
Uber
credits assistance guidance

* Demand-response
service
* Program
transportation
* Non-emergency
medical transportation

Other (please
specify)

* Free door to door
transportation for
unhoused veterans.

* Fixed-route service

X

X

X

X

* Public transit
service

X

VCTC, Vista Transportation

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

* Provide resource
references (when
needed)

Gold Coast
Transit District Local transit
service

X

* Demand-response
service
* Non-emergency
medical transportation

X

* Provide paratransit
resource information

Directory of Transportation Providers

Organization

Ventura County Area Agency on Aging

Contact Info

General
public

People in
People with
Seniors recovery
People with
development
from
(65 or
physical
or cognitive
older) substance
disabilities
disabilities
abuse

Population Served
People
chronic
Low-income Youth (17 or
medical
Veterans
people
younger)
meeds (e.g.,
kidney
dialysis)

Other Transportation Programs

Unhoused / Minority Tribal
unsheltered groups nations

646 County Square Drive,
Ste. 100
Ventura, CA 93003

Other
(please
specify)

Area(s) Served

* Seniors (6 * Entire county

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Organization
Type

Transportation
Services Directly
Provided

* Public human
services agency
* Advocacy
organization

AtoB
Transportation Door through
door nonemergency
medical transport

* Transit agency
contractor

RATP Dev - Dial-A-

805-477-7300

No Company

3000 Shirley Dr
805-322-3305

ILRC, Inc

OASIS (Older Adult Services and
Intervention Systems)

* Entire county
* Santa Barbara
county
* Los Angeles
county
* Entire county

X

702 County Sq Dr, Ste. 105
Ventura, CA 93003

X

X

Conejo Unified School District

X

805-962-0595
25 N Las Posas Rd
Camarillo, CA 93010
805-987-2083

City of Simi Valley

X

490 W. Los Angeles Ave
Simi Valley, CA 93065

X

X

X

X

X

Community Action of Ventura County

X

X

805-583-6482
750 Mitchell Rd
Newbury Park, CA 91320

* Thousand Oaks

805-498-4557

Boys & Girls Club of Camarillo

X

* Camarillo
* Fillmore
* Moorpark
* Oxnard
* Port Hueneme
* Santa Paula
* Ventura
* Simi Valley

X

1500 Temple Ave
Camarillo, CA 93010

* Camarillo
X

X

X

805-482-8113
621 Richmond Ave
Oxnard, CA 93030
805-436-4025

X

James Storehouse, Inc.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

* Foster
and
trafficked
youth and
their
caregiving
families

800 S Victoria Ave, L#1940
Ventura, CA 93009

3340 E Los Angeles Ave
Simi Valley, CA 93065

X

X

X

X

805-497-0189
Senior Concerns
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X

Provide Provide Provide
travel
trip
Lyft or
planning training
Uber
credits assistance guidance

Other (please
specify)

X

* Advocacy
organization

* Volunteer
driver program
* Advocacy
organization

* Non-emergency
medical transportation

* Public transit
agency

* Fixed-route service
* Demand-response
service

* Youth
transportation
provider (e.g.
school
transportation,
Head Start,
before/afterschool childcare)
* Nonprofit
human services
agency

* Volunteers provide
rides to doctor
appointments

Thousand Oaks - E
X

X

American
Transportation Home to school
bus service

* Home to school bus
services

* Afterschool
transportation

* Nonprofit
human services
agency

X

* Nonprofit
human services
agency
* Advocacy
organization

* Public human
services agency

* Ventura

* Nonprofit
human services
agency

* Moorpark
* Simi Valley
* Thousand Oaks

Broker
Broker
Provide Taxi transportation transportation
services by
vouchers to services by
professional
volunteer
clientele
drivers
drivers

X

* Entire county

X

805-527-1358

401 Hodencamp Rd
Thousand Oaks, CA 913605467

Provide
transit
tickets /
passes to
clientele

* Program
transportation
* Social workers also
provide transportation
for their clients to our
programs

X

* Funding
organization with
partner agencies that
provide
transportation
assistance

X

805-654-3838

The Arc of Ventura County

X

3543 Old Conejo Rd #105
Newbury Park, CA 91320
805-499-7161

Ventura County Continuum of Care

X

* Entire county
* Unincorporated
Ventura County
urban areas
* Camarillo
* Fillmore
* Moorpark
* Ojai
* Oxnard
* Port Hueneme
* Santa Paula
* Simi Valley
* Thousand Oaks
* Ventura
* Entire county

Transportation
Services
Coordinated /
Contracted

* Nonprofit
human services
agency

X

* Broker Dial-a-Ride
for Adult Day Program
particpants

Directory of Transportation Providers

Organization

Contact Info

General
public

People in
People with
Seniors recovery
People with
development
from
(65 or
physical
or cognitive
older) substance
disabilities
disabilities
abuse

Population Served
People
chronic
Low-income Youth (17 or
medical
Veterans
people
younger)
meeds (e.g.,
kidney
dialysis)

Other Transportation Programs

Unhoused / Minority Tribal
unsheltered groups nations

Other
(please
specify)

Area Housing Authority of the County of 1400 W Hillcrest Dr
Ventura
Newbury Park, CA 91320

* Unincorporated
Ventura County
urban areas
* Camarillo
* Fillmore
* Moorpark
* Ojai
* Simi Valley
* Thousand Oaks
* Entire county

805-480-9991
X

Channel Islands Social Services

Area(s) Served

4000 Calle Tecate Rd, Ste.
200
Camarillo, CA 93012
805-384-0983

Organization
Type

Transportation
Services Directly
Provided

Transportation
Services
Coordinated /
Contracted

330 Wood Rd, Ste. A
Camarillo, CA 93010

X

X

X

X

X

X

* Private family
operated
business
providing respite
care and
independent
living services

* Demand-response
service
* Program
transportation
* Transportation for
teaching life skills

* Nonprofit
human services
agency

888-667-7003
Throughout most of * Service is
* Demand-response service
eastern Ventura
provided through
County, including an agreement
service to
between the
* Moorpark
cities of
* Thousand Oaks Thousand Oaks,
* Simi Valley
Simi Valley,
* Somis
Moorpark, and
* Camarillo
Ventura County
* Oak Park
as members of
* Westlake Village the East County
* Santa Rosa Valley Transit Alliance
* CSUCI campus
* Agoura Hills
* Nearby
unincorporated
areas

CONNECT InterCity Regional ADA/Dial-ARide Service

X

X

Provide Provide Provide
travel
trip
Lyft or
planning training
Uber
credits assistance guidance

Other (please
specify)

* Life skills;
independent living
skills

X

* Entire county
X

Broker
Broker
Provide Taxi transportation transportation
services by
vouchers to services by
professional
volunteer
clientele
drivers
drivers

* Housing
Authority

X

Mobility Management Partners

Provide
transit
tickets /
passes to
clientele

X
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* ADA Eligibility
Certification Services
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FIGURE 1 FIXED-ROUTE BUS FARES ACROSS TRANSIT PROVIDERS IN VENTURA COUNTY
Fare
Type

VCTC
Ventura County
Intercity

GCTD
Gold Coast
Transit District

TOT
SVT
Thousand Oaks Simi Valley
Transit
Transit

MCT
Moorpark City
Transit

CAT
Camarillo Area
Transit

Ojai Trolley
Ojai Trolleys

Valley
Express
Santa Paula,
Fillmore,
Piru

Students

$1.75
(Ventura County,
Zone 1)

$1.50

$2.00

$1.50

$1.00

$1.00

$1.50

College students
ride free with
valid school ID
(from CLU,
CSU-Channel
Islands,
Moorpark
College, Oxnard
College or
Ventura College)
- pilot program
will continue
through 2022-23
academic year

College
students ride
free with valid
school ID (from
CLU,
CSU-Channel
Islands,
Moorpark
College, Oxnard
College or
Ventura
College) - pilot
program will
continue
through
2022-23
academic year

College students
ride free with
valid school ID
(from CLU,
CSU-Channel
Islands, Moorpark
College, Oxnard
College or
Ventura College)
- pilot program
will continue
through 2022-23
academic year

College students
ride free with
valid school ID
(from CLU,
CSU-Channel
Islands,
Moorpark
College, Oxnard
College or
Ventura College)
- pilot program
will continue
through 2022-23
academic year

College students
ride free with
valid school ID
(from CLU,
CSU-Channel
Islands,
Moorpark
College, Oxnard
College or
Ventura College)
- pilot program
will continue
through
2022-23
academic year

College
students ride
free with valid
school ID (from
CLU,
CSU-Channel
Islands,
Moorpark
College, Oxnard
College or
Ventura
College) - pilot
program will
continue
through
2022-23
academic year

$0.60 for
Youth

$4
(Out of Ventura
County, Zone 2)
College students
ride free with
valid school ID
(from CLU,
CSU-Channel
Islands,
Moorpark
College, Oxnard
College or
Ventura College)
- pilot program
will continue
through 2022-23
academic year

Seniors

$0.80 (Zone 1)
$2.00 (Zone 2)
(seniors aged 65
and older)

Discount ticket
books for adults
and students are
$10 for a pack of
eleven tickets

Students (1st
through 12th
grade) can also
purchase a 31
day bus pass for
$28.00

$0.75
(ages 65 to 74)
Free
for seniors age
75+

$0.50 (seniors
age 65+)

$0.75 (seniors
age 65+)

Free (seniors
age 65+/
Medicare card)

$0.50 (seniors
age 65+)
Free
for Leisure
Village
Residents

$0.75 (Seniors
65 to 74)
Free
for seniors age
75+
$0.75 (Medicare
recipients/ADA/
persons with
disabilities)

Disabled /
Medicare

$0.80 (Zone 1)
‘$2.00 (Zone 2)
(Medicare)

$0.75 (for
veterans, those
with Medicare
Card or with a
GCTD Reduced
Fare ID Card
-which is issued
to veterans,
seniors age 65+,
people with
Medicare card or
ADA ID, and
disabled
individuals)

$0.50
(Disabled/
Medicare/
Medi-Cal)

$0.75
(ADA-certified /
Medicare card
holders)

Free (ADA I.D.
$0.50 (Proof of
card or Medicare disability /
card)
Medicare card)

Children

Free
(ages under 5,
with a paying
customer)

Free
(height below
45”
accompanied by
a paid fare)

Free (5 and
below, with a
paying
customer)

--

Free (5 and
under with a
parent,
guardian, or
responsible
person 16+)
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Free (ages under Free (height
6)
below 45")

College
students ride
free with
valid school
ID (from CLU,
CSU-Channel
Islands,
Moorpark
College,
Oxnard
College or
Ventura
College)
- pilot
program will
continue
through
2022-23
academic
year

$0.60

$0.60
(Medicare)

Free (ages
under 5 with
a paying
adult rider)
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Fare
Type

ADA and
DAR
cardholders

Transfers
Between
Agencies

VCTC
Ventura County
Intercity

(Zone 1)

$0.80

$2.00
(Zone 2)
(ADA Cardholder)

Free transfers to
GCTD (fixed-route
only), Moorpark
City Transit, Ojai
Trolley, Thousand
Oaks Transit, Simi
Valley Transit,
VCTC Intercity
($1.50 upcharge
for Coastal
Express), Valley
Express
Fixed-Route
($0.25 upcharge
for DAR), SBMTD
($1.00 upcharge).
If you have a
Metrolink or
Amtrack ticket,
you can ride the
bus.

GCTD
Gold Coast
Transit District

TOT
SVT
Thousand Oaks Simi Valley
Transit
Transit

MCT
Moorpark City
Transit

$0.75 (ADA ID or
with a GCTD
Reduced Fare ID
Card)

$0.50
(Disabled/
Medicare/
Medi-Cal)

$0.75
(ADA-certified /
Medicare card
holders)

Free for VCTC
Local Zone 1
(upcharge for
Zone 2) when
purchasing the
15 Ride GCTD or
when buying 1
individual ride
(asking for a
transfer in both
situations), max
2 hours allowed
for each transfer.

Free transfer
between TOT
and VCTC
routes

Transfers for
connections to
VCTC InterCity
Bus available
upon request (no
cost information)

CAT
Camarillo Area
Transit

Ojai Trolley
Ojai Trolleys

Valley
Express
Santa Paula,
Fillmore,
Piru

Free (ADA I.D.
$0.50 (Proof of
card or Medicare disability /
card)
Medicare card)

$0.75 (Medicare
recipients/ADA/
persons with
disabilities:
Medicare card,
Gold Coast
Transit Reduced
Fare ID Card or
ADA ID)

$0.60 (ADA)

Free transfers
between VCTC
Intercity and
MCT

Free Transfers
from Gold Coast
Transit

Free
transfers to
Valley
Express and
VCTC Hwy
126.

Free Go Access

DAR transfer
is $0.50

Free transfer
from Route 16 to
the Ojai Trolley
(within two
hours).
If you have a
Metrolink or
Amtrack ticket,
you can ride the
bus for free (only
one bus).
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FIGURE 1 FIXED-ROUTE BUS FARES ACROSS TRANSIT PROVIDERS IN VENTURA COUNTY
Fare Type

VCTC
Ventura County
Intercity

Day pass / N/A
more-rides
pass
(Adult /
discount
categories)

GCTD
Gold Coast
Transit District

TOT
SVT
Thousand Oaks Simi Valley
Transit
Transit

Day Pass $4.00/
$2.00 for Seniors
65+, veterans,
those with
Medicare Card,
ADA ID or GCTD
Reduced Fare ID
Card (children
under 45’ and
seniors age 75+
and College
Students ride
free)

10-rides: $16
regular/ $4
(Seniors 65+/
Disabled/
Medicare/
Medi-Cal)

$5.00 / $2.50
reduced fare

MCT
Moorpark City
Transit

CAT
Camarillo Area
Transit

Ojai Trolley
Ojai Trolleys

Valley
Express
Santa Paula,
Fillmore,
Piru

Discount ticket
books for adults
and students are
$10 for a pack of
eleven tickets

10 ride tickets
available

$4.00 / $2.00
reduced fare
$30 for pack of
25 Tokens.

N/A

N/A

31-Day
fixed-route
pass: $20.00

7-day pass: $16
regular / $4
(Seniors 65+/
Disabled/
Medicare/
Medi-Cal)

Fixed-Route:
$10.00 general
purpose / $5.00
ADA and 65+
Local DAR:
$30.00 general
purpose /
$20.00 ADA and
65+

15-Ride Pass:
$20.00/$15 for
Children and
Youth 0-18
(including
students in
Elementary,
Middle, and High
School) /$10 for
seniors age 65+,
veterans, those
with Medicare
Card, ADA ID or
GCTD Reduced
Fare ID Card

Regional DAR:
$60.00 direct
service for
seniors age 65+
and ADA /
$30.00 transfer
service for
seniors age 65+
and AD

Children under
45’, seniors age
75+ and College
Students ride
free
31-day
pass /
months
(Adult /
discount
categories)

$50.00 (Zone 1) /
$25.00 for
discount
categories
$130.00 (Zone 2)
/ $65.00 for
discount
categories
UMO /
VCbuspass are
additional ways
to purchase
tickets, but they
have the same
cost per ticket or
for 31-day passes

Adult: $50.00
Children and
Youth 0-18
(including
students in
Elementary,
Middle, and High
School): $40.00
Seniors age 65+,
veterans, those
with Medicare
Card, ADA ID or
GCTD Reduced
Fare ID Card:
$25.00
Children under
45’, seniors age
75+ and College
Students ride
free
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31-Day Bus Pass
Available:
$50.00 regular /
$14.00 (Seniors
65+/Disabled/
Medicare/
Medi-Cal)
Students (1st
through 12th
grade) $28.00

$50.00 / $25.00
reduced fare

N/A

Valid for
calendar month
$120.00 for
general purpose
/ $80.00 for ADA
and seniors age
65+

31-Day
fixed-route
pass
(reduced):
$10.00
31-Day Super
Pass (DAR +
Fixed):
$30.00 /
$25.00
reduced

APPENDIX B
Glossary of Federal Funding Sources
Federal funding for public transit comes primarily through the
U.S. Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT). Funding for the U.S. DOT
is authorized by the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act of 2021 (IIJA)
that was passed on November 15, 2021. The following is a simplified overview
of federal funding streams for public transportation covered by the
Coordinated Plan, presented in alphabetical order.

VCTC Coordinated Plan
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Appendix B: Glossary of Federal Funding Sources

Federal Program
1

Eligibility

Eligible activities include all activities leading
to the development and testing of innovative
mobility, such as:
Program Goals
•
Identify, test, and prove out new approaches, •
Planning and developing business
models
technologies, and service models
Obtaining equipment and service
•
Promote the promising mobility innovations •
that can be implemented more broadly
•
Acquiring or developing software and
hardware interfaces to implement the
through FTA’s capital improvements
•
Establish a nation network of transit
project
stakeholders that are incorporating
•
Operating or implementing the new
service model
innovative approaches and business models
to improve mobility
•
Evaluating project results
Accelerating Innovative Mobility (AIM)

Application
Application opportunities are posted in the
form of a Notice of Funding Opportunity
(NOFO).
In 2020, 25 public transit projects were
selected across 24 states and 1 territory to
receive $14 million in funding. Funding
amounts ranged from $40,000 to $2.3
million.

The federal share of project costs under this
program is limited to 80 percent. Proposers may
seek a lower federal contribution. The applicant
must provide the local share of the net project
cost in cash, or in-kind, and must document in its
application the source of the local match.
2

American Rescue Plan Act of 2021
Includes $30.5 billion in supplemental
appropriations allocated to support the transit
industry during the COVID-19 public health
emergency.
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Appropriations include:
•
$26.6 billion allocated by statutory
formulas to urbanized and rural areas
and tribal governments. Eligible
activities for urbanized areas include
•
Planning, engineering, design and
evaluation of transit projects and other
technical transportation-related studies
•
Capital investments in bus and
bus-related activities such as
replacement, overhaul and rebuilding of
buses, crime prevention and security
equipment and construction of
maintenance of passenger facilities
•
Capital investments in new and existing
fixed guideway systems including rolling
stock, overhaul and rebuilding of
vehicles, track signals, communications,
and computer hardware and software.
•
Associated transit improvements and
certain expenses associated with
mobility management programs
•
Preventative maintenance and some
Americans with Disabilities Act
complementary paratransit service
costs
•
$2.2 billion to FTA grant recipients in
communities that demonstrate
additional pandemic-associated needs.

Applications are competitive and submitted
online.
FTA will send notification when funding is
available for obligation through the Transit
Award Management System (TrAMS).
FTA most recently announced Notice of
Funding Opportunity September 7, 2021.
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3

Federal Program

Eligibility

Application

Rebuilding American Infrastructure with
Sustainability and Equity (RAISE) (formerly TIGER
and BUILD)

RAISE projects are rigorously reviewed and
selected on merit based on statutory criteria
of:
•
Safety
•
Environmental sustainability
•
Quality of life
•
Economic competitiveness and
opportunity
•
State of good repair
•
Partnership and innovation

Current Notice of Funding Opportunity for
$1.5 billion in total funding, representing a
50% increase in available funds compared to
last year, when applicants requested $10 in
funding for every $1 available.

The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation
Act (FAST) requires projects fall under 1 of 3
categories (detail guidance link):
New Starts
•
Under IIJA, total project cost is equal to
or greater than $400 million or total
New Starts funding sought under CIG is
less than $150 million (link)
•
New fixed guideway system (light rail,
commuter rail, etc.)
•
Extension to existing system
•
Fixed guideway BRT system

Federal transit law requires transit agencies
seeking CIG funding to complete a series of
steps over several years.

Funds investment in transportation infrastructure,
including transit. Overall, USDOT has awarded
$9.9 billion to more than 700 projects.

4

Capital Investment Grants (CIG) – 5309
Discretionary grant program funds transit capital
investments, including heavy rail, commuter rail,
light rail, streetcars, and bus rapid transit.
Fiscal Years 2022-26 each have $3 billion in
authorized funding subject to appropriation, with
additional $1.6 billion per year in advanced
appropriations.

Small Starts
•
Under IIJA total project cost is less than
$400 million and total Small Starts
funding sought those seeking funding
through the Expedited Pilot Program
(EPPD) or CIG is less than $150 million
(link)
•
New fixed guideway systems (light rail,
commuter rail, etc.)
•
Extension to existing system
•
Fixed guideway BRT system
•
Corridor-based BRT system

In 2021, 63 funded projects received funding
amounts ranging between $2 million and
$25 million.

New Starts and Core Capacity projects
require completion of two phases in advance
of receipt of a construction grant
agreement—Project Development and
Engineering.
Small Starts projects require completion of
one phase in advance of receipt of a
construction grant agreement – Project
Development.
Projects must also be rated by FTA at various
points in the process according to statutory
criteria evaluating project justification and
local financial commitment.

Core Capacity projects are substantial
corridor-based investment in existing
fixed-guideway system, which must:
•
Be located in a corridor that is at or over
capacity or will be in five years
•
Increase capacity by 10%
•
“not include project elements
designated to maintain a state of good
repair”

VCTC Coordinated Plan
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Federal Program
5

Enhances Mobility of Seniors and Individuals
with Disabilities – Section 5310 (link)
Section 5310 provides formula funding to states
for the purpose of meeting the transportation with
disabilities when the transportation service
provided is unavailable, insufficient, or
inappropriate to meeting these needs.

6

Enhancing Mobility Innovation (link)
Promotes technology projects that center the
passenger experience and encourage people to
get on board, such as integrated fare payment
system sand user-friendly software for
demand-response public transportation.
The federal share of projects cost under this
program is limited to 80%.
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Eligibility

Application

Eligible project examples include:
•
Buses and vans
•
Wheelchair lifts, ramps, and securement
devices
•
Transit-related information technology
systems
•
Mobility management programs
•
Acquisition of transportation services
under a contract lease, or other
arrangement
•
Travel training
•
Volunteer driver programs
•
Building an accessible path to a bus
stop
•
Improving signage, or wayfinding
technology
•
Incremental cost of providing same day
service or door-to-door service
•
Purchasing vehicles to support new
accessible taxi, ridesharing and/or
vanpooling programs
•
Mobility management programs

The $1.9 billion in available Section 5310
funds in the IIJA are apportioned among the
states by a formula which is based on the
number of seniors and people with
disabilities in each state according to the
latest available U.S. Census data.

Eligible projects fit under one of two topical
areas:

On November 12, 2021, FTA released a
Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) to
solicit project proposals for the Enhancing
Mobility Innovation Competitive Funding
Opportunity. The NOFO made available $2
million in Fiscal Year 2021 funds.

1. Develop novel operational concepts and/or
demonstrate innovations that improve
mobility and enhance the rider experience,
focused on innovative service delivery
models, creative financing, novel
partnerships, and integrated payment
solutions, or other innovative solutions.
•
This includes all activities leading to
uncovering the next iteration of
promising technologies, practices and
strategies that accelerate innovations in
mobility for transit, including, but not
limited to, technology scanning and
feasibility analysis, stakeholder
engagement and outreach, planning,
acquiring essential equipment or
services, project implementation,
modeling forecasts of climate and
equity impacts of proposed novel
concepts and evaluating project results.
2. Develops software to facilitate
demand-response public transportation that
dispatches transit vehicles through riders’
mobile devices or other means.
•
Eligible activities may include
establishing user needs; defining
system requirements; development,
validation, and verification of the
software; modeling and simulation;
and/or pilot implementation, with a
software solution.
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Federal Program
7

8

Eligibility

Expedited Project Delivery (EPD) Pilot Program
– Section 3005(b) (link)

Application

Eligible projects are new fixed guideway
capital projects. Small Starts projects, or Core
Capacity improvements that have not
Aimed at expediting delivery of new fixed
entered into a full funding grant agreement
guideway capital projects, small starts projects, or with TA. The law defines these types of
core capacity improvement projects.
eligible projects for the EPD Pilot Program in
a manner similar to, but not entirely the same
These projects must:
as FTA’s Capital Improvement Grants (CIG)
•
Utilize public-private partnerships
program.
•
Be operated and maintained by employees
of an existing public transportation provider
•
Have a federal share not exceeding 25% of
project cost

Applications will be accepted on a rolling
basis until up to eight grants are awarded,
subject to funding availability. FTA will notify
applicants in writing within 120 days after the
receipt of complete application whether the
application has been approved.

Formula Grants for Rural Areas – Section 5311
(link)

The IIJA allocates over $4.6 billion in total
funding from FY 2022 through FY 2026.

Formula funding to states for the purpose of
supporting public transit in rural areas with a
population of less than 50,000, where many
residents often rely on public transit to reach their
destinations. The program also provides funding
for states and national training and technical
assistance through the Rural Transit Assistance
Program (RTAP) also known as the Section 5311(b)
(3) program (link).

Eligible activities include capital, operating,
and administrative assistance to state
agencies, local public bodies, nonprofit
organizations, and operators of public transit
service.
FTA bases 80% of the statutory formula on
the rural population of the states and 20%
percent of the formula on land area. No state
may receive more than 5% of the amount
apportioned for land area. In addition, FTA
adds amounts apportioned according to the
Growing States formula factors to rural areas.
Each state prepares for an annual program of
projects, which must provide for fair and
equitable distribution of funds within the
state and must provide for maximum feasible
coordination and transportation services
assisted by other federal sources.

FTA last announced a Notice of Funding
Opportunity on July 28, 2020 (link).

For the RTAP program. FTA allocates
$65,000 to each state and then allocates the
balance of funds to each state based on an
administrative formula using the
non-urbanized population according to the
most recent decennial census.

FTA must make 15% of the Section 5311 funds
available in each state for improvement of
intercity bus services, also known as the
Section 5311(f) program. The funds are to be
used for planning, infrastructure, and
operating needs related to the linkage of
cities through intercity bus carriers, unless
the chief executive officer of the state
certifies that the intercity bus service needs
of the state are begin met adequately. If all
funds are not obligated to intercity bus
improvements, the funds may revert to the
general Section 5311 program for public
transit in rural areas.
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Federal Program
9

Grants for Buses and Bus Facilities Program

Eligible Activities
•
Capital projects to replace, rehabilitate,
To assist in the financing of buses and bus
and purchase buses, vans, and related
facilities capital projects, including replacing,
equipment,
rehabilitating, purchasing, or leasing buses or
•
Capital projects to construct bus-related
related equipment, and rehabilitating, purchasing,
facilities, including technological
constructing, or leasing bus-related facilities.
changes or innovations to modify low or
no emissions vehicles or facilities

10 Helping Obtain Prosperity for Everyone (HOPE)
Program (link)
Supporting projects to improve transit services or
facilities within areas of persistent poverty.
Benefits would include reductions in fatalities on
rural transportation infrastructure and increased
jobs and healthcare access through improved
services and facilities.

11

Innovative Coordinated Access and Mobility
Grants (ICAM) (link)
To improve access to public transportation by
building partnerships among health,
transportation and other service providers.

12 Integrated Mobility Innovation (IMI) (link)
Program goals are:
•
Enhance transit industry preparedness for
IMI
•
Assist the transit industry to develop the
ability to integrate IMI practices with existing
public transit service with
•
Validate the technical and institutional
feasibility of IMI business models, and
document IMI best practices that may
emerge from the demonstrations
•
Measure the impacts of IMI on travelers and
transportation systems
•
Examine relevant public sector and Federal
requirements, regulations, and policies that
may support or hamper the public transit
sector’s adoption of IMI
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Application
Competitive allocation provides funding for
major improvements to bus transit systems
that would not be available through formula
allocations.
FTA last announced a Notice of Funding
Opportunity due May 2022 (link).

Eligible projects include planning,
On October 7, 2020, $8.5 million in funds
engineering, technical studies, or financing
were granted to 25 projects in 17 states
plans in locations where poverty is persistent. (link).
An “area of persistent poverty” is defined as
a county in which at least 20% of the
population has been living in poverty for at
least the past 20 years.
Grants are intended for eligible recipients or
subrecipients for Sections 5307, 5310, or
5311.
Eligible activities include innovative projects
for the transportation disadvantaged that will
improve the coordination of transportation
services and non-emergency medical
transportation services.

In 2018, there were two funding
opportunities under the initiative; the
Innovative Coordinated Access and Mobility
(ICAM) Pilot Program and Human Services
Coordination Research (HSCR) grants.
In 2021, only the ICAM funding was available.
FTA last announced a Notice of Funding
Opportunity Due December 6, 2021.

Eligible Activities fall under three research
focus areas:
•
Mobility on Demand
•
Transit Automation
•
Mobility Payment Integration
•
•
Activities can include:
•
Planning and developing business
models
•
Obtaining equipment and service
•
Acquiring or developing software and
hardware interfaces to implement the
project
•
Operating the demonstration
•
Providing data to support performance
measurement and evaluation

In 2020, $20.3 million in funding was
granted to 25 projects in 23 states (press
release link).
FTA last announced a Notice of Funding
Opportunity due December 6, 2021.
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Federal Program
13

Low or No Emission Vehicle Program – 5339(c)
Provides funding to state and local governmental
authorities for the purchase or lease of
zero-emission and low-emission transit buses as
well as acquisition, construction, and leasing of
required supporting facilities.

14

Metropolitan & Statewide Planning and
Non-Metropolitan Transportation Planning –
5303, 5304, 5305 (link)
Provides funding and procedural requirements for
multimodal transportation planning in
metropolitan areas and states. Planning needs to
be cooperative, continuous, and comprehensive,
resulting in long-range plans and short-range
programs reflecting transportation investment
priorities.

15

Public Transportation Emergency Relief
Program – 5324 (link)
To aid public transit operators in the event of a
declared emergency, including natural disasters.

Eligibility

Application

Eligible activities include:
•
Purchasing or leasing low- or
no-emission buses
•
Acquiring low- or no-emission buses
with a leased power source
•
Constructing or leasing facilities and
related equipment (including intelligent
technology and software) for low- or
no-emission buses
•
Constructing new public transportation
facilities to accommodate low- or
no-emission buses
•
Rehabilitating or improving existing
public transportation facilities to
accommodate low- or no-emission
buses

In 2021, $192 million in funding was granted
to 49 projects in 46 states/territories (link).

Eligible planning activities:
•
Support the economic vitality of the
metropolitan area, especially by
enabling global competitiveness,
productivity, and efficiency
•
Increase the safety of the transportation
system for motorized and nonmotorized
users
•
Increase the security of the
transportation system for motorized and
nonmotorized users
•
Increase the accessibility and mobility
of people and for freight
•
Protect and enhance the environment,
promote energy conservation, improve
the quality of life, and promote
consistency between transportation
improvements and State and local
planned growth and economic
development patterns
•
Enhance the integration and
connectivity of the transportation
system, across and between modes, for
people and freight
•
Promote efficient system management
and operation
•
Emphasize the preservation of the
existing transportation system

Funds are apportioned to states by a formula
that includes each state’s urbanized area
population in proportion to the total
urbanized area population for the nation, as
well as other factors. States can receive no
less than 5 percent of the amount
apportioned. These funds, in turn, are
sub-allocated by states to MPOs by a formula
that considers each MPO’s urbanized area
population, their individual planning needs,
and a minimum distribution.

The program allocates funds to assist public
transportation system sin paying for
protection, repair, and/or replacement of
assets including structures, technology,
vehicles, and other equipment that are
susceptible to destruction or have been
destroyed in the wake of disaster. The
program authorizes the funding of the
following activities: operating costs of
evacuation; rescue operations; temporary
public transportation service; and
reestablishing, expanding, or relocating
service before, during or after an emergency.

On March 13, 2020, FTA announced federal
assistance under the Emergency Relief
Program was expanded to help transit
agencies respond to COVID-19 in states
where the Governor has declared an
emergency (link).

FTA last announced a Notice of Funding
Opportunity due May 31, 2022 (link).

IIJA will be allocating between $185 million
and $206 million for planning programs each
year through FY 2026.
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Federal Program
16 Public Transportation Innovation – 5312 (link)
Provides funding to develop innovative products
and services assisting transit agencies in better
meeting the needs of their customers.
17

Real-Time Transit Infrastructure and Rolling
Stock Condition Assessment Research and
Demonstration Program (link)
Funds cooperative agreements to engage in
demonstrations to assess and identify
infrastructure deficiencies in public transportation
rolling stock via innovative technologies to keep
public transit assets in a state of good repair.

Eligibility

Application

Eligible activities include research,
Funds may be allocated on a discretionary
development, demonstration, deployment
basis. No recent NOFAs available.
projects, and evaluation of technology of
national significance to public transportation.

This program is a research demonstration
program and not a capital procurement
program. The project proposals must include
a research/synthesis phase, a development
phase, and a demonstration phase. All
phases are critical to project selection.

Funding availability depending on FTA’s
Research, Development, Demonstration and
Deployment Program. No recent NOFAs
available.

To ensure proposed demonstration projects
address the needs of transit agencies, FTA
requires that applicants identify partnerships
with at least one transit agency. FTA will
Intended to help transit agencies:
•
Explore advanced cutting-edge technologies assess the strength of those partnerships as
part of its evaluation of applications.
that can provide real-time condition
assessment of transit capital and facilities
•
Allow a more effective way for transit
agencies to assess, detect, monitor and
track deficiencies and defects related to
infrastructure and rolling stock
•
Evaluate the cost-effectiveness and the
practicality of proposed state-of-the art
solutions
Eligible proposals should be separated into a Last funding grants were announced October
research phase and design phase, and must: 8, 2020 for $9.1 million (link).
•
Partner with a transit agency and transit
vehicle manufacturer to ensure
redesigns are feasible and can be
Support research projects to develop transit bus
manufactured into a prototype
operator compartment designs that improve bus
•
Include a cost-benefit analysis of the
operator and public safety as well as bus operator
redesign
access to vehicle instruments and controls without •
Fund cooperative agreements into
hindering the accessibility of passengers.
partnership with bus manufacturers,
technology vendors, vehicle
engineering and design firms, and
transit agencies
•
Meet the three main objectives:
operator safety, operational efficiency,
and passenger accessibility.

18 Redesign of Transit Bus Operator Compartment
to Improve Safety, Operational Efficiency, and
Passenger Accessibility (Bus Operator
Compartment) Program

19 Route Planning Restoration Program
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Grants are awarded to transit route planning
activities that are designed to:
•
Increase ridership and reduce travel
times, while maintaining or expanding
the total level of vehicle revenue miles
of service provided in the planning
period
•
Make service adjustments to increase
the quality or frequency of service
provided to low-income riders and
disadvantaged neighborhoods or
communities

On June 2, 2022, the FTA announced 50
transit agencies in 24 states will share $25
million to help restore and improve service
that has been affected by the COVID-19
pandemic (link).
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Federal Program

Eligibility

Application

20 State of Good Repair (SOGR) Grants – 5337
(link)

Eligible recipients are state and local
government authorities in urbanized areas
with fixed guideway and high intensity
Funds through statutory formulas to pay for the
motorbus systems that have maintained
development and implementation of transit asset revenue service for at least seven years.
management (TAM) plans. Funds can also be
Thus, locations under the purview of the CSP
triggered to provide capital assistance for
are likely not eligible, unless operations of
maintenance, replacement, and rehabilitation
buses have occurred on high-occupancy
schemes of high-intensity fixed guideway and bus vehicle (HOV) or exclusive bus rapid transit
systems with the goal of maintaining public transit lanes for over seven years.
assets and ensuring their state of good repair.

IIJA has programmed over $4 billion annually
for SOGR through FY 2026.

21

Technical Assistance and Standards
Development – 5314(a)

Formula funding includes $62 million from FY
2022 through FY 2027.

This funding intends to aid the development of
technical assistance programs and actions that
will enhance the service and operations of public
transportation. Another goal of the funding is to
bolster the development and support of transit
workers.
22 Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP)
– 5312(i) (link)
TCRP acts as an action-oriented research funding
program that provides $34.4 million in funding for
near-term solutions for transit challenges.
Essentially, TCRP operationalizes research and
best practices with regards to transit operations,
adoption of technology adapted from related
industries, and customer service enhancements.

TCRP products—such as transit security
Funds are allocated by Congress annually.
guidelines, new transit paradigms, transit
There are no minimum matching
industry best practices, exploratory idea
requirements.
transit practice and testing prototypes, new
planning and management tools, and rail and
bus certification programs—all help develop
and equip a quality transit workforce to meet
new challenges and opportunities.

This program is crucial to the development of the
transit industry as it provides a means for
agencies to remain competitive against new and
sometimes fleeting industry disruptors like transit
network connectors (Uber, Lyft), and service
growing population densities and mobility
demands.
23 Zero Emission Research Opportunity (ZERO)
Work with the public transportation industry to
solve challenges, increase efficiency, and reduce
the costs and risks of deploying zero-emission
vehicles in transit service.

Eligible activities involving low- or
Last funding availability was announced
no-emission vehicles, zero-emission vehicles, November 2016 (NOFA link) for $2.75 million.
or associated advanced technology:
•
Research
•
Development
•
Demonstration
•
Deployment projects
•
Evaluation of technology of national
significance to public transportation
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APPENDIX C
STRATEGY PRIORITIZATION METHODOLOGY
A defined process for the development, drafting, revision,
and prioritization of strategies helps ensure that the Coordinated Plan
update is a “locally-developed” plan as required by Section 5310.
This process, shown in Figure 1, builds directly from engagement with
stakeholders and the public, as well as key gaps and needs
identified by the planning team.
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FIGURE 1 DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

EXISTING CONDITIONS & STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
Stakeholder & Affinity
Group Meetings

Key Gaps & Needs from
Current Coordinated
Planning Effort

Previous (2016-2017)
Coordinated Plan

DRAFT PROPOSED STRATEGIES
Stakeholder Votes & Comments

Public Votes & Comments

REVISED & PRIORITIZED STRATEGIES
EXISTING CONDITIONS
AND STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
Between June to October 202, the
planning team compiled a comprehensive
summary of existing conditions and needs
for Ventura County. The planning team
spoke with a variety of local and
countywide stakeholders (including
government agencies and human services
organizations) in both individual meetings
and “affinity groups” arranged around a
common them (e.g., education). Past plans
were also consulted, particularly the
previous 2016-2017 Coordinated Plan and
its recommended strategies—some of
which were implemented and some of
which remain ongoing.

Following this review, the planning team set
standards for the creation of a strategy. As
a locally-developed plan with a
comprehensive countywide scope, multiple
options were allowed to bring a strategy
into this plan. Draft strategies were
selected by having met at least two of the
following conditions:
• Recommended in at least two separate
meetings involving stakeholders
• Mentioned in an incomplete or ongoing
strategy from the previous (2016-2017)
Coordinated plan and marked as “High”
or “Very High” priority
• Addresses a key gap/need from the
Technical Memorandum of Existing
Conditions
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Draft Proposed Strategies
In April 2022, the draft strategies following
the above conditions were shared with all
participating Coordinated Plan
stakeholders and transit operators for a full
review. They included preliminary data
details of the rationale for inclusion,
implementation steps, and suggested
types of organizations which would be
responsible for implementation. Upon
receiving these strategies, stakeholders
were given an online survey. For each
strategy, stakeholders were asked to
provide optional comments and assign
each recommendation a score of 1 to 5 (5
being the highest) on each of the following
concepts:
• Is this a cost-effective use of limited
resources?
• Does this recommendation help
encourage more transit ridership
instead of single-occupancy vehicles?
• Does this recommendation support
greater social equity to the benefit of
the county’s vulnerable communities?
• Is the implementation of this strategy
anticipated to be difficult?

Each strategy received three rankings
based on the cumulative score of each of
the three questions stakeholders were
asked pertaining to cost-effectiveness,
ridership, and equity (implementation was
not counted as it should not be considered
a barrier to prioritizing strategies). Based
on the sum of the three scores, each
strategy received a ranking, which is listed
in the second column in Figure 2. The third
column is a ranking of each strategy based
on the total number of votes given by the
general public across multiple pop-up
meetings. These two rankings then
combined to produce a single number,
which is shown in the fourth column.
Because these are rankings, the lower
numbers equate to the more favorably
received strategies by participating
stakeholders and public members. Those
which were the five most favorable were
placed in the “High Priority” tier of
strategies, and the remaining five strategies
were placed in the “Medium Priority” tier.

During the same timeframe, members of
the public were asked to provide which of
the 10 strategies should receive 3 votes
each (handed to them in the form of
adhesive dots to place on boards listing the
strategies).

identified gaps and needs, VCTC should
consider prioritizing these basic
investments and programs in
coordination with local and regional
stakeholders. These are strategies which
rose to the top based on enthusiasm
and support from stakeholders and the
public.

For both audiences, strategies were
presented with identical names and
organized into one of three categories
(Programs & Services, Infrastructure, and
Policies).
Revised and Prioritized Strategies
In May 2022, the 10 strategies were reorganized and prioritized based on the
results and responses from feedback to
date.
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Details on the prioritization tiers include:
High Priority – To begin meeting the

Medium Priority – The impacts of these

strategies are also consequential, but
they are not the highest priority.
Although the full rollout of these
strategies may occur later in the 5-year
timeframe, some Medium Priority
strategies may benefit from initial steps
taken in the short-term.

Appendix C: Strategy Prioritization Methodology

Before proceeding with a detailed profile of
all 10 strategies (in descending order of
priority), some caveats at this stage of the
process should be noted:
• The determinations of relative cost,
ridership potential, social equity
potential, and ease of implementation
were initially shaped by an interpretation
of the average stakeholder responses
and rankings to each strategy in the
survey.
• The inclusion of a strategy does not
guarantee any particular action will be
taken or that funding is available.

•

Even if any of the following strategies,
regardless of priority, are fully
implemented over the next 2 years,
implementation will require continued
marketing, adjustments, and monitoring
of the strategies’ respective
performance leading up to the next
scheduled Coordinated Plan update—
especially in outcomes related to
ridership, cost-effectiveness, and racial
equity.

FIGURE 2 PRIORITIZED STRATEGIES
Ranking in
Stakeholder
Votes

Ranking in
Public
Pop-Up
Votes

Combined
Ranking

Document Accessibility of all Stations and Stops
Countywide

1

3

Continue Standardizing and Regularly Updating
User Information on Existing Countywide
Transportation Programs and Services

3

Continue Procuring Wheelchair Accessible
Vehicles

Strategy

Priority

Category

4

High
Priority

Infrastructure

1

4

High
Priority

Policies

4

3

7

High
Priority

Policies

Consolidate All ADA Eligible Processes and Rider
Databases

4

3

7

High
Priority

Policies

Expand Travel Training

2

7

9

High
Priority

Programs/
Services

Pilot On-Demand Medical Rides

10

2

12

Medium
Priority

Programs/
Services

Study Reduced/Fare Free Programs

9

6

14

Medium
Priority

Programs/
Services

Study Volunteer Driver Programs

9

6

15

Medium
Priority

Programs/
Services

One-Seat Demand Response

7

9

16

Medium
Priority

Programs/
Services

Feeder Services to Existing Regional and
Inter-County Transit hubs

7

10

17

Medium
Priority

Programs/
Services
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Public Comment Log
COMMENT
NO.

COMMENT

DATE
RECEIVED

SOURCE

1

I agree with the comment that there is a lack of specificty in the prior
Coordinated Transportation Plan. When the original plan was done, the ED
wanted it ot be as undemanding as possible, allowing nothing that any of the
providers could be on the hook for. 2017 plan started to correct that.
Based on the UZA data scheduled to be released by the Census Bureau in July,
the number and type of UZAs may change.
Something is wrong with the 2016 populations on Figure 8. Is it jobs? Where is
Oxnard?

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

General comment.

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

No updates to UZA at the time of the writing of the revised draft plan.

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

Figure 8 summarizes population projections by jurisdiction. The latest SCAG projections (June
2022) do not provide jurisdiction-level data. For that reason, the analysis is updated to
include both California Department of Finance county-level population and employment
projections as well as a high-level summary of the latest SCAG projections, with qualifiers
that both data sources use different inputs and assumptions.

2
3

PROJECT TEAM RESPONSE

4

Again, on page 12, by throwing in "Blacks", I get the feeling that this is cookie
cutter, not looking at Ventura County.

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

Research has shown transit use is comparatively higher amongst non-White residents,
particularly Black, Latinx, and other communities of color (e.g., BIPOC communities). Though
they make up a small proportion, people who identify as Black/African American are 2.4% (or
greater than 20,000 people) of the County's overall population.

5

Something is wrong with Figure 11. The location of Oak Park is wrong, it is
literally where the "Oaks" in Thousand Oaks is, and the community assets
shown between the title "Oak Park" and the cities of Simi Valley and Moorpark
and east of SR 23 are, I believe, the sheriff substation and teh Calleguas Water
District Headquarters.

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

Updated all maps with new placement of Oak Park label. Major employers, which includes
the Ventura County Sheriff's Department, are included as one element of the Community
Assets layer.

6

Page 17, fixed route providers. There should be some recognition of the LA
Metro Route 161, which provies half hour local service between Oak Park and
Thousand Oaks (and Woodland Hills) M-F, and hourly service on the
weekends. Also, LADOT Commuter Express provides peak hour commute
service between Thousand Oaks, Oak Park, and Downtown LA, M-F. While not
part of Ventura County, they play a significant part in the transportation in the
aera...including access to Kaiser Woodland Hills.

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

Updated Figures 11 and 13 to include LADOT Commuter Express routes and LA Metro Route
161. Added description of LADOT Commuter Express and LA Metro routes serving Ventura
County in the 'Public Fixed-Route Services' section.

7

Transfesr with LA ACCESS from east county services. This should be
mentioned.
East County -- it should be noted that the City of Thousand Oaks provides the
transit services for Westlake Village and Agoura Hills. They have access to LA
Metro Measure A and C funds, as well as TDA.
Add the Ventura Airporter. I understand had suspended service, but it is back
in operation, between Ventura, Oxnard (airport) and LAX. 10 round trips daily.
No comparable service from east county (Thousand Oaks/Camarillo since "The

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

InterCity Regional ADA/Dial-a-Ride Service' description

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

Updated under TOT fixed-route and specialized transportation service descriptions.

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

Added service and operations details for the Ventura Airporter to revised draft.

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

Added service and operations details for the Ventura Airporter to revised draft.

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

Added to 'Short-Term Implementation Steps'.

8

9

10

11

I'm not clear how to say this--or to whom, but my casual observation is that
the Ventura Shuttle (referenced as Airporter) no longer operates out of
Oxnard Airport. You may want to check the actual locations served, and the
number of trips offered directly with the AIrporter prior to inserting any
information-as they, like us all-continue to figure out post-COVID logistics.
https://www.venturashuttle.com/schedule.html
Add something to Accessibility of all transit stops (page 47) to
include/encourage participation by Caltrans. They have adopted "complete
street" policies. Lets see if that means bus stops on SR 33, 150, 126, 232, and
possible even a stop at La Conchita on Highway 101.

Page 1 of 5

Public Comment Log
COMMENT
NO.

COMMENT

DATE
RECEIVED

SOURCE

PROJECT TEAM RESPONSE

12

I don't understand the issues with Continue Procuring Wheelchair-Accessible
Vehicles (High Priority Infrastructure Strategy) (page 51)

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

This recommendation, a "high priority" from the 2016-2017 Coordinated Plan, continued to
be suggested in current Coordinated Plan meetings with Senior Concerns and the Arc. There
was also concern from transit operators that some recently purchased vehicles were not
necessarily accomodating of all mobility devices. For example, several operators mentioned
riders with wheelchairs struggled to fit in newer, smaller wheelchair-accessible vehicles,
which often led to rescheduling.

13

Free fares are constrained by the unreasonable farebox recovery
requireemnts. VCTC should pursue legislation to allow the Commission to
waive the requirement where it approves free fare services.
Although more for the TIES study, I personally believe that VCTC should take
over all the ADA and Senior transit services currently provided by the
operators. At a minimum, the ADA services, but would also like services for
over 65

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

General comment. This strategy is being explored as part of the TIES study and will not be
addressed within the Coordinated Plan.

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

General comment. This strategy is being explored as part of the TIES study and will not be
addressed within the Coordinated Plan.

15

The latest population forecasts show zero pop growth for Ventura County
over the next 30 years. If pop projections are critical to the analysis, I would
recommend looking at the latest forecasts.

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

The latest SCAG projections (with the draft shared with individual jurisdictions in June 2022)
do not provide jurisdiction-level data. For that reason, the analysis is updated to include both
California Department of Finance county-level population and employment projections as
well as a high-level summary of the latest SCAG projections, with qualifiers that both data
sources use different inputs and assumptions.

16

Bus stops with no places to sit down should be illegal. I mean this in the most
genuine literal way possible. Buses are the last line of defense and way to be
independent for people who can't drive or walk for long distances (me). If I
walk to the stop (already painful) and have to stand there for ten minutes
waiting with no seats or benches, is that really accessible? And what about
people with a lot more pain and mobility issues than me? All I really have to
deal with is moderate foot pain, and that still has me leaning on a wall or
sitting down on dirty pavement if I miss the bus and have to wait for the next
one in 15 minutes/half an hour. There should be at least one seat at every bus
stop. Yes, even the non-covered ones. If you're going to have kneeling buses
and priority seating and pretend to care about disabled folks in that way, at
least do this too.

6/14/2022

VCTC Social Media

17

5310 funds do not require that EVERY vehicle be w/c accessible. The
requirement is that the vehicle is used in senior/disabled transportation. The
ADA does not require 100% fleet accessibility - it requires 100% service
accessibility upon request...

6/14/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

18

(pg. 11) Necesary to use "city?"

6/28/2022

Thousand Oaks Transit

Removed 'city' from Figure 8 table.

19

(pg. 11) Are we sure about these projections? TO has had multiple years of
population decline and is now number three after Oxnard and Simi Valley. I
don't see our agency accounting for 26% of the population growth in the
county in the next 25 years. Also Oxnard missing?

6/28/2022

Thousand Oaks Transit

At the time of this analysis (Summery 2019), the Coordinated Plan used the latest publicly
available SCAG projections. As of June 2022, SCAG has performed a preliminary update of its
county-level projections and jurisdiction-level data is not yet available. For that reason,
projections shown in Figure 8 will be removed to avoid confusion. The analysis is updated to
include both California Department of Finance county-level population and employment
projections as well as a high-level summary of the latest SCAG projections, with qualifiers
that both data sources use different inputs and assumptions.

20

(pg. 22 for Moorpark City Transit ADA Paratransit & Senior Dial-a-Ride) Both
incorrect and redundant. Should be one entry for Moorpark like there is for
TOT. The Service Areas listed in both reflects ECTA services, not local
Moorpark Service.

6/28/2022

Thousand Oaks Transit

Updated in revised draft.

14

Page 2 of 5

Benches may not be feasible at all transit stops. The project team will update the first
strategy to incorporate benches, with a phased approach that increases the availability of
benches over time.

Updated in revised draft.

Public Comment Log
COMMENT
NO.

COMMENT

DATE
RECEIVED

SOURCE

PROJECT TEAM RESPONSE

21

(pg. 23) Note that the LA ACCESS transfers occur at the Thousand Oaks
Transportation Center.

6/28/2022

Thousand Oaks Transit

Updated in revised draft.

22

(pg. 23 for Moorpark City Transit ADA Paratransit & Senior Dial-a-Ride) Not
correct.

6/28/2022

Thousand Oaks Transit

Updated in revised draft.

23

(pg. 23 for Moorpark City Transit ADA Paratransit & Senior Dial-a-Ride) I don't
believe this is correct, it's ADA qualifying? Highlighted area is not correct.

6/28/2022

Thousand Oaks Transit

Updated in revised draft.

24

(pg. 23 for Moorpark City Transit ADA Paratransit & Senior Dial-a-Ride) Please
consult with Moorpark staff. As written, this doesn't reflect their services.

6/28/2022

Thousand Oaks Transit

Updated in revised draft.

25

(pg. 31) Since so many of these meetings occurred at the height of the
pandmic, is there any value to try to hold additional meetings to reflect
current state of transit?

6/28/2022

Thousand Oaks Transit

Meetings held in Spring 2022 occurred as cases declined and Ventura County lifted its mask
mandate. VCTC also held additional meetings with targeted stakeholders in Summer 2022.
Cases are beginning to rise as of this writing, with State and County officials looking at the
possibility of requiring indoor masking.

26

(pg. 32 Summary Table of Affinity Group Discussions) These are more current
and additional meetings probably not needed.

6/28/2022

Thousand Oaks Transit

General comment.

27

To what extent did you get communication from unsheltered people?

7/7/2022

Commission

Outreach and engagement with unsheltered individuals was limited to community-based
organizations who work with members of this community, though their primary focus is to
support other affinity groups. For example, we engaged heavily with different Veterans
organizations that regularly work with Veterans who are also unsheltered. We also engaged
with The Arc and other educational institutions that work with individuals who also struggle
with homelessness. Highlighting the need to expand outreach and engagement efforts to
unsheltered individuals in the Conclusion section of the plan.

28

Important to remember a lot of people who don't know how to ride the bus.
Travel training needs to be on the top.

7/7/2022

Commission

Since no additional input has been raised to prioritize travel training from stakeholder and
community engagement, the ranking of this strategy stays the same. Although not a topranked strategy, should the opportunity arise (e.g., available funding and staff resources) to
support travel training, VCTC and its implementation partners can expand travel training and
focus efforts on implementing this strategy in the near-term.

29

It's a lot of info but this is so important we keep these critical services in mind;
County has been a partner in IDing needs

7/7/2022

Commission

General comment.

30

Comments from commission so far were very important underscoring critical
nature of this plane. Slide relative to the questions asked of stakeholders, that
was very thoughtful.

7/7/2022

Commission

General Comment; Draft Plan highlights key topic areas noted in the questions asked of
stakeholders who reviewed and prioritized strategies. Detailed questions are included in the
Appendix.

31

Fillmore has been grappling ability to provide training in Spanish from Spanishspeaking people and who like people in their community. We're working on it
but we could do more.
Communities that treat unsheltered and low income are the hardest to make
sure to get medical care; Please add in Westminster Free Clinic as a partner
and resource as you continue.

7/7/2022

Commission

Highlighting the need to expand outreach and engagement efforts to Spanish-speaking
individuals in the Conclusion section of the plan.

7/7/2022

Commission

Highlighting the need to further outreach and engagement efforts to unsheltered and lowincome individuals in the Conclusion section of the plan. Also called out Westminster Free
Clinic as a potential community-based organization VCTC and its implementation partners
should consider building relationships with to build connections with hard-to-reach
communities.
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33

I have SCAGs pop estimates by City, but they asked we only use them for
internal purposes until they publish them officially. I would recommend
presenting the DOF at County level. DOF also has population age forecasts if
you are interested.

7/6/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

At the time of this analysis (Summery 2019), the Coordinated Plan used the latest publicly
available SCAG projections. As of June 2022, SCAG has performed a preliminary update of its
county-level projections and jurisdiction-level data is not yet available. For that reason,
projections shown in Figure 8 will be removed to avoid confusion. The analysis is updated to
include both California Department of Finance county-level population and employment
projections as well as a high-level summary of the latest SCAG projections, with qualifiers
that both data sources use different inputs and assumptions.

34

I noticed a few discrepancies on page 26 of the Existing Draft Document:
1. Our fare schedule is $1.50 general fare, $4.00 for a day pass and Tokens are
available at a 20% discount, 25 Tokens for $30.00. SEniors 65 to 74, Medicare
Card holders and ADA are 1/2 price ($0.75) and $2.00 for a day pass (ID
required). Seniors 75 & over (ID required) and children under 45'' tall ride for
free.
2. Our weekend trolley runs until 8 PM and has 1 hour headway for most of
the route. What happens is the weekend trolley alternates every hour from
the A route to the B. So the 2 hour headway only applies to the East end
portion of the A route and teh Ojai Valley Inn on the B route. The rest of the 2
routes are teh same for both A and B.
3. The weekday trolley normally has a 1/2 hour headway with both A and B
routes running. We currently have only the A route running (extended to 7:30
PM, on weekdays due to reduced ridership and being short of drivers because
of COVID. We plan to bring back the B route as soon as we can hire enough
drivers, but that has been very challenging as I am sure you are aware.

5/3/2022

City of Ojai

Updated pricing and route information on the description, as well as mentioning plans to
bring back weekday B service.

35

The maps all place Oak Park in the middle of the Tierra Rejada Valley. It is a
error repeated. Does not affect the recommendations, etc., but it would be
nice to have it cleaned up.

7/5/2022

CTAC/SSTAC

Updated all maps with new placement of Oak Park label

36

One-seat rider/easier regional paratransit is a priority

7/13/2022

VC AAA Transportation
Committee

37

The GO ACCESS services are available until midnight daily (In response to Fig
14 - Summary Table of Demand Response Services)
It is our understanding that this strategy of a single countywide ADA eligibility
application and process as well as database has been in palce since at least
1997. VCTC Staffer Sue Munday was the original countywide ADA certifier. It
has been contracted out to MMP for at least ten years. There has been a
single, uniform application used by all of the operators since 2000. VCTC used
to have the single database for all of the certifications. It is now with MMP.
Consider this strategy should be recognized as implemented, if not complete.
(In response to Fig. 21 - Coordinated Plan Strategies Rank Ordered and
Organized by Category)

7/29/2022

GCTD

Updated GCTD's hours of operation in Figure 14.

7/29/2022

GCTD

Updated strategy in revised draft. Revisions acknowledge uniform application and centralized
database used by MMP while also highlighting the need for scheduling systems of individual
providers to be better integrated with MMP's database. The updated strategy also highlights
the need for streamlining fare and discount policies to improve the customer experience.
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Since no additional input has been raised to prioritize one-seat rider/easier regional
paratransit from stakeholder and community engagement, the ranking of this strategy stays
the same. Although not a top-ranked strategy, should the opportunity arise (e.g., available
funding, staff resources, or alignment with concurrent planning efforts) to support the
implementation of a one-seat rider/easier regional paratransit service, VCTC and its
implementation partners can focus efforts on implementing this strategy in the near-term.
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39

This point is unclear. ADA and age are two different sets of qualifiers for DAR.
(pg. 52, second bullet point)
It is our understanding there are no operators issuing their own ADA cards.
There was/is one uniform card already in existence. GCTD can provide a copy
of one VCTC has provided to us in the past. (pg. 54, first bullet point under
Short Term Implementation Strategies)

7/29/2022

GCTD

Updated text to highlight differences in age thresholds and differences in ADA qualifiers.

7/29/2022

GCTD

Removed mention of need to confirm one uniform ADA card in revised draft.
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